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Abstract

Employing a unique quasi-experiment – spillovers caused by the imposition of local house

purchase restrictions to nearby non-regulated cities, we study the effects of out-of-town housing

demand and policy spillovers. This quasi-experiment induces sharp increases in house prices but

not local fundamentals in nearby non-regulated cities, providing plausibly exogenous house price

booms. The estimated spending response is positive in the aggregate, and echoing Favilukis and

Van Nieuwerburgh (2017), strongly redistributive across demographic groups, and is negative for

renters, around zero for single-home owners, but positive for multi-property owners. Our results

suggest that “pure” housing wealth effect can engineer powerful real consequences.
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1 Introduction

Our paper starts with three-pronged motivations. The first motivation is to study the effects of

policy spillovers. Individual regions, countries within a union, or states and cities within a nation,

often make locally-motivated policies. In terms of the housing market, these policies take the form

of regulations on land supply, credit supply, price cap, zoning and so on, to achieve some locally

optimal outcomes. However, these local policies may be suboptimal in the aggregate if potential

spillover effects are present but not considered.1 Empirically, the nature and magnitude of the

spillover of local policies need to be better understood.

The second motivation regards the role of external and non-local housing demand in not only

asset prices, but also the real economy. Recent studies show that out-of-town investors contribute

significantly to house price booms in global cities (Badarinza and Ramadorai, 2018; Cvijanovic

and Spaenjers, 2018; Sá, 2016), and significantly drives the housing demand even in medium-sized

cities.2 Out-of-town investors potentially also have influence on the city residents through their

housing market impact. For example, Favilukis and Van Nieuwerburgh (2017) build and calibrate a

theoretical framework to analyze the effects of out-of-town housing demand on house prices, local

consumption, and city welfare. However, to the best of our knowledge, no empirical study so far

seems to have causally estimated these real effects of out-of-town demand.

The third motivation is to revisit the housing wealth effect, of which both the identification and

the mechanisms are at the center of recent academic debate. Such a revisit is essential, because

in most economies, housing is the most significant form of private wealth (Yao and Zhang, 2005;

Badarinza, Campbell, and Ramadorai, 2016b), and consumer spending is the largest component

of aggregate demand. A key challenge to the identification of the housing wealth effect is the lack

of suitable settings providing exogenous house price shocks unrelated to economic fundamentals.

A series of recent papers instrument for house prices using the land supply elasticity (Saiz, 2010)

interacted with declines in mortgage rates (Aladangady, 2017). However, Davidoff (2016) shows

1See Farhi and Werning (2017) and Rodrik (2019) for reasons to internalize the spillover effects of locally-motivated
policies in a more general context.

2For example, research reports CRIC (2018a,b, 2019) reveal that the out-of-town investors’ housing demand is recently
substantially high across many medium-sized cities in China.
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that elasticity measure correlates with predetermined fundamental growth, and interacting with

mortgage rates does not fully resolve the endogeneity issue. A new empirical approach is hence

needed. Moreover, while the collateral view (Mian, Rao, and Sufi, 2013; Adelino, Schoar, and

Severino, 2015; DeFusco, 2018) suggests the housing wealth effect potentially operates through home

equity extraction and borrowing constraint relaxation in the United States, easy access to home

equity borrowing is not a universal phenomenon, especially in economies with less developed or

more regulated financial markets (Calza, Monacelli, and Stracca, 2007). It is unclear whether the

housing wealth effect is still important in the absence of the collateral channel, and if so, through

what other channels.

In this paper, we further the understanding of the three questions above. Specifically, we provide

causal evidence on the asset pricing and real effects of out-of-town housing demand and policy

spillovers, by exploiting a unique quasi-experiment — spillovers caused by the imposition of local

housing asset purchase restrictions in several Chinese cities, to the nearby non-regulated cities.

Concerned with the surging local house prices over the past decade, which grew as fast as 10%

annually (Fang, Gu, Xiong, and Zhou, 2016; Wu, Gyourko, and Deng, 2016), large cities rolled

out two rounds of purchase restrictions in late 2016 and early 2017, to cool down investor demand

on non-owner occupied homes. The measures include raising down payments on investment home

purchases and, in some instances, outright forbidding these purchases. Effective in containing the

local house price surge, these restrictions however appear to introduce significant capital leakage

across markets – investors facing suddenly increased speculation cost in the regulated cities, shift

demand to the nearby non-regulated cities. Our results show that the shift of speculation demand

leads to a sharp and immediate increase in house prices in the nearby non-regulated cities, in a way

that is importantly unrelated to local fundamentals, providing a house price boom that is plausibly

exogenous. The house price boom, in turn, spurs an increase in consumer automobile spending

that is important in the aggregate, explaining 40% of the sample period average annual growth of

automobile sales. The spending response is strongly redistributive across demographic groups that

are empirically different in housing tenure status, e.g., the locally-born versus the non-locally-born

population and different age groups. Inferring from administrative and survey data combined, the

spending response is significantly negative for renters, indistinguishable from zero for single-home
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owners, and strongly positive for multi-property owners. We show our results are consistent with the

“pure” housing wealth effect (Sinai and Souleles, 2005; Buiter, 2010; Berger, Guerrieri, Lorenzoni,

and Vavra, 2017; Kaplan, Mitman, and Violante, forthcoming), instead of other alternatives. In

doing so, we provide to our best knowledge the first quasi-experimental evidence that the “pure”

housing wealth effect may also engineer powerful aggregate real consequences.

Our approach uses a standard difference-in-difference design. We exploit spatial variations in the

exposure to the policy-induced spillovers of housing demand from the regulated cities, by splitting

the non-regulated cities into two similar-sized groups based on whether their distance to the closest

regulated city is within 250 km.3 All else equal, non-regulated cities that are closer to the regulated

cities are more likely to attract housing market investors in the latter.4 On the other hand, though

the treated cities (non-regulated cities within 250 km to regulated cities) are within the distance for

occasional visits, they are empirically not within commuting distance to the regulated cities. This

relatively large distance helps us eliminate confounding factors, including labor market adjustment,

in response to the policy shocks.5 We estimate that house prices in the treated cities increase by 6%

to 10% abruptly within a few months relative to the control cities. We show that this increase is

exogenous to local economic conditions: there is no difference between treated and control cities in

rent dynamics or other dimensions of local fundamentals, including post-treatment employment,

population, and output growth.

What explains the increase in house prices if fundamentals and rents are unaffected in the

nearby non-regulated cities? We find evidence for a capital leakage explanation, whereby investors

facing increased transaction costs in the regulated cities turn to invest in nearby non-regulated

cities, bringing in capital flows to the treated cities. We find that first, bank deposits increase in

the treated cities after the shock. In the absence of fundamental changes, this is consistent with

a capital inflow. Second, we find that government announcements by local housing bureaus cite

out-of-town investment demand as being responsible for the house price rise.6 Finally, one year after

3All results are robust to choices of this cutoff distance, or an alternative continuous specification for designation of
the treatment status.

4The closeness makes it easier for investors to acquire information on individual houses and monitor the status of the
houses once purchased. Coordination among investors may also concentrate demand in closer non-regulated cities.

5For example, commuting choice decisions may adjust if the non-regulated cities are within commuting distance, where
workers in the regulated cities may choose to live instead in the non-regulated cities and commute to work. Our
setting is not subject to this confounding factor.

6See an example of a local government’s official notice regarding the matter at http://pkulaw.cn/fulltext_form.
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the initial policy spillover shock and shortly after our treatment estimation window, some of these

treated cities ultimately issued their purchase restrictions, which explicitly limit home purchases by

out-of-town investment buyers.7

Next, we estimate the effects of the spillover-driven house price booms on consumer spending.

We proxy for consumer spending by spending on private automobile purchases, following Mian, Rao,

and Sufi (2013) and Di Maggio, Kermani, Keys, Piskorski, Ramcharan, Seru, and Yao (2017).8 To

undertake this research opportunity, we introduce a new administrative dataset that provides precise

and comprehensive information on all new consumer automobile purchases in China, allowing us to

disaggregate by cities and importantly also by demographics within cities.9

We show that in response to this quasi-experimental shock, household spending on new automo-

biles increases by 11% to 17% in the nearby non-regulated cities relative to the control cities. We

control for city-level unobservable heterogeneities, aggregate macroeconomic fluctuations, as well

as other local factors that potentially influence automobile purchases including output per capita,

population, road infrastructure, and public transportation. This estimate translates to an average

MPC on automobiles of 0.044, and a spending response of approximately 66.1 million RMB ($9.8

million) per city per month, a 24% increase from the sample mean. On the intensive margin, we

find a even larger response in household purchases of more expensive automobiles.

The spending responses to house prices are strongly heterogeneous and similar to predictions

from Favilukis and Van Nieuwerburgh (2017). We observe spending responses within each city by

birthplace status (locally-born versus non-locally-born) as well as by age groups. We find a much

larger spending response for the locally born group, while essentially zero for the non-locally born

group. Also, we find a U-shaped relationship between age and the spending response, which is

much smaller for the middle aged than young and old individuals. The redistribution in spending is

aspx?Gid=18847064.
7See implementations of house purchase restrictions in the previously non-regulated cities at http://hb.people.com.

cn/n2/2017/0916/c194063-30740595.html and http://www.sohu.com/a/274510246_256881.
8The advantages of focusing on automobile spending include its relative readiness to measure as well as its importance
in expenditure shares and spending responses.

9Our administrative data is free of sampling and reporting errors and complements card and survey data used in other
existing housing wealth effect studies (Gan, 2010; Agarwal and Qian, 2017), which covers more than one category
but can be incomplete or subject to misreporting. Our data also addresses critiques on existing automobile data
regarding imputation errors and lack of within-region demographic variations (Mian, Rao, and Sufi, 2013; Benmelech,
Meisenzahl, and Ramcharan, 2017; Aladangady, 2017).
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substantial – of the same order of magnitude as the increase in aggregate spending.

Combining the spending responses across birthplace and age groups with survey distributions of

housing tenure, we show that a “pure” housing wealth effect explains the distributional spending

responses well. The “pure” housing wealth effect channel refers to that a house price growth will

increase the wealth of individuals for whom home value is greater than the discounted value of

future housing consumption – for example, multi-property owners, and vice versa – for example,

renters (Sinai and Souleles, 2005; Buiter, 2010), which ultimately has impact on consumer spending.

We show that in the survey data, the non-locally-born population is substantially more likely to be

renters, hence has negative spending responses, and the young and the old are significantly more

likely to belong to households owning multiple properties, hence have positive spending responses.

Moreover, applying survey measures of housing tenure status, we estimate that the spending response

is indeed strongly positive for multi-property owners, indistinguishable from zero for single-home

owners, and significantly negative for renters.

Our estimated housing marginal propensity to consume (MPC) on new automobiles of 0.044 is

higher than the corresponding estimate of 0.018 for the United States by Mian, Rao, and Sufi (2013).

An important contributor to this difference is that while the collateral channel is more salient in

the United States, the “pure” housing wealth effect drives the housing MPC in China. Homes are

important investment vehicles in China,10 where a large population owns multiple dwellings — more

than 15% according to our survey data.11 The “pure” wealth effect can produce a non-zero aggregate

spending response only if there is substantial heterogeneity in homeownership, and the house price

change is non-fundamental (Buiter, 2010). Our setting — with the large share of multi-property

owners and the non-fundamental house price shock, provides such a case.

We note that the presence of investment demand for homes may produce a new and scantly

documented negative bias in the OLS estimate of the housing wealth effect — because investment

demand may drive up house prices while simultaneously crowd out consumer spending. Besides,

when the investment demand is driven by external and speculative factors, the traditional positive

10The role of housing as an investment vehicle is not only specific to China, but also to other economies where the
direct finance market is less developed, for example, India (Badarinza, Balasubramaniam, and Ramadorai, 2018).

11Our estimate of multi-property ownership echoes previous estimates by Gan (2018), who reports a multi-property
ownership rate slightly above 20%, indicating even more widespread use of housing as an investment vehicle.
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correlation between local fundamentals, house prices, and consumption is weakened. Empirically,

we find the OLS estimate of housing MPC to be indeed lower than the quasi-experimental estimate.

We take several steps to ensure the validity and robustness of our estimates. First, we show

that the estimated spending response is robust to alternative definitions of the treatment status,

including using a continuous distance specification, and perturbing the cut-off distance defining the

treated cities to 300 km, 200 km, and 150 km, instead of 250 km. Second, we show that before the

purchase restrictions took effect, neither house prices nor automobile purchases were systematically

diverging between the treated and the control cities, which confirms that pre-existing trends do not

drive our results, and provides evidence that the parallel trend assumption holds for our design.

Our results are inconsistent with alternative explanations, including the permanent income

channel, the labor relocation channel, and the collateral channel. According to the permanent

income channel, improvement in the growth prospects of the nearby non-regulated cities, and

expectations of future household income, may lead to a contemporaneous increase in spending and

house prices. According to the labor relocation channel, workers in the regulated cities may migrate

and find jobs in the nearby non-regulated cities, raising rents, house prices, and spending. According

to the collateral channel, an increase in house prices alleviates household borrowing constraints and

may hence lead to an increase in spending.

First, both the permanent income channel and the labor relocation channel would imply a rise

in rents and local fundamentals (e.g., output and population), which we do not find. Second, these

two channels would also have counterfactual predictions on the distribution of spending responses

(e.g., they should imply positive spending response for the non-locals). Third, the collateral channel

is unlikely to drive the spending responses that we find, especially the age heterogeneity. This

is first because the market for HELOCs and mortgage refinancing is underdeveloped in China

overall.12 Additionally, we cannot find evidence that single-home owners have significant spending

responses. Besides, any home equity borrowing products provided in China in the sample period

are decreasingly accessible as an individual approaches retirement, while we find large spending

12Similar to Gan (2010)’s discussion for Hong Kong, in China, all mortgages are adjustable-rate (ARM), and refinancing
is rare. Second-liens are tightly-restricted and at a substantially higher rate, thus generally not for consumption
purposes and typically taken only out of desperation (e.g., by entrepreneurs in urgent liquidity needs, or for large
and unexpected medical emergencies).
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responses for the older age groups.

The macroeconomic magnitudes of the spending response are considerable. During the post-

event period, the spending response aggregates to a total of 717 thousand additional new cars sold

or 100.3 billion RMB ($14.9 billion) in consumer new automobile spending. The size of this real

effect is larger than the total sales of new cars in Canada in 2017 – 640 thousand,13 and constitutes

40.8% of the average annual growth of private passenger automobile sales in 2016 and 2017, two

years that saw historical growth in the Chinese automobile market. Taken together, our results

show that the unintended consequences of local policy spillovers can be massive.

Our paper makes several contributions to the literature. First, it presents a new mechanism

that generates housing market spillovers: asset purchase restrictions in a hot local housing market

force the demand for housing to flow to neighboring colder markets, causing a house price boom in

the colder markets. In this way, it adds to the literature on the effect of capital flows and non-local

factors in housing markets, including Badarinza and Ramadorai (2018), Cvijanovic and Spaenjers

(2018), and Sá (2016), as well as DeFusco, Ding, Ferreira, and Gyourko (2018) and Bailey, Cao,

Kuchler, and Stroebel (2016).

Within this literature, the most related paper to us is Favilukis and Van Nieuwerburgh (2017)

(henceforth FV), which characterizes in a calibrated model the house prices, consumption, and

welfare effects of out-of-town home buyers. Our paper empirically evaluates and qualitatively

confirms predictions of FV, that there is substantial in-city redistribution: (multi-property) owners

benefit, and renters lose out. Two distinctions arise. First, we find that young consumers benefit

as much as old consumers. A high empirical multi-property ownership rate for young consumers

or their parents, observed in our sample context but potentially not in the United States, drives

this first distinction. Second, in our study, the out-of-town demand induced by purchase restriction

spillovers led to an increase in house prices but not rents, while the model of FV assumes that

out-of-town investors do not rent homes out to locals, thereby both house prices and rents rise.

Second, this paper contributes to the existing literature on the housing wealth effect. We

provide a new quasi-experimental strategy of addressing the endogeneity concerns in estimating

13The Canadian new car sales statistic is according to Organisation Internationale des Constructeurs d’Automobiles.
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the housing wealth effect. Our approach is useful because increasing evidence suggests that the

Saiz (2010) supply elasticity instrument, one of the most widely-used instruments in the housing

wealth effect studies (Saiz, 2010; Mian, Rao, and Sufi, 2013; Mian and Sufi, 2014; Aladangady,

2017) may correlate with fundamental factors (Davidoff, 2016). Importantly, we also provide the

first quasi-experimental evidence for the “pure” housing wealth effect channel (Sinai and Souleles,

2005; Buiter, 2010; Kaplan, Mitman, and Violante, forthcoming), and that it may engineer powerful

aggregate effects. This evidence complements that of Gan (2010), who shows that credit card

consumption increases more for multi-property owners when house price increases, although the

estimated aggregate effect is modest. We note that our “pure” housing wealth effect arises from an

environment potentially highly relevant for developing economies – where multi-property ownership

and non-fundamental house price movements (Glaeser and Nathanson, 2017) are more pronounced.

For these economies, the size and mechanisms of housing wealth effect are still less understood.

Finally, this paper is among the first to provide an in-depth look into consumer spending in

China. The significance of consumption in driving the country’s economic growth is gradually rising,

with the contribution of household consumption in GDP growth out-taking that of investment in

recent years. This shift coincides with the its sizable housing boom backed by a strong investment

demand (Glaeser, Huang, Ma, and Shleifer, 2017). There is much attention on the link between

investment demand, house prices, and consumer spending in China. However, the causal relationship

is unclear, 14 and our paper fills the gap with the quasi-experimental evidence.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 further introduces the institutional

background and the purchase restriction spillover shock. Section 3 explains the quasi-experimental

strategy, data construction, and presents the house price and spending results. Section 4 reports the

heterogeneous spending response results and evidence for the “pure” housing wealth effect. Section

5 discusses the external validity and methodological implications. Section 6 concludes.

14There is an early empirical literature in China discussing the relationship between house prices and consumption;
however, the results are mixed. One series of studies finds that a rise in house prices increases household consumption.
Among them, Du, Shen, and Pan (2013) use household survey data in Shanghai and control for a rich vector of
household characteristics., The same results are reached by Luo (2008) and Pei and Sun (2004). Another series of
studies find the direct opposite relationship. Among them, Chen, Chen, and Gao (2012) use a Hansen threshold
model on province-level data, Xie, Wu, Li, and Zheng (2012) use household survey data covering 12 cities, and
Waxman, Liang, Li, and Barwick (2019) uses city-level credit- and debit-card spending in 2011-2013. Gu, He, and
Qian (2018) also use credit- and debit-card data but find no significant effects on overall expenditure.
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2 Institutional Backgrounds

Over the past decade, there has been substantial heterogeneity in the housing markets of large and

smaller cities in China – large cities witnessed surging growth while smaller cities remain relatively

stagnant. For example, house prices grow at a high speed of 14.9% annually in Tier-1 cities15, but at

slower than 3% in Tier-3 cities from 2012 to September 201616. At the end of September 2016 and

in the middle of March 2017, two rounds of policy changes were implemented in all Tier-1 and many

Tier-2 cities to contain the surging house prices. These policy changes were called house purchase

restrictions and targeted at curbing the demand of housing market speculators, who typically hold

multiple homes.

In particular, the restrictions included raising the down payment requirement to even higher

levels, and increasing mortgage rates on, and in several instances outright forbidding the investment

purchases – identified by the purchase of more than two or three houses by one family. Among

cities for which we have reliable house price data, 19 implemented the first round of house purchase

restrictions, and 22 implemented the second round. Tables 1 and 2 summarize both rounds of policy

changes for each city:

[Insert Table 1 near here]

[Insert Table 2 near here]

These policy shocks were considerably effective in containing the growth of house prices in the

regulated cities. In September 2016, the average monthly growth rate of house prices in the 19

regulated cities was 4%, but after the first round of policy changes, that number dropped to 1.8% in

October 2016 and subsequently remained below 1%. Similarly, the second round of policy changes

decreased the average monthly growth rate of house prices in the 22 regulated cities from 0.7% in

March 2017 to around 0.1% later on.

15Chinese cities are conventionally split into several tiers according to their population and economy size. Tier-1 cities
are the largest ones including Beijing, Shanghai, etc. Tier-2 cities are smaller and Tier-3 cities are even smaller.

16The house price growth is based on data from CityRE and Fang, Gu, Xiong, and Zhou (2016)
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To illustrate the effect of these policy shocks on the regulated cities and the nearby non-regulated

cities, we choose three pairs of cities as examples. They are (1) Beijing - Tangshan, (2) Hefei -

Bengbu, and (3) Wuhan - Xiangyang. Figure 1 shows the locations of these three pairs of cities:

[Insert Figure 1 near here]

Within these three pairs, Beijing, Hefei, and Wuhan are large cities that implemented two rounds of

house purchase restrictions, and Tangshan, Bengbu, and Xiangyang are nearby, smaller cities that

are non-regulated and experienced no policy change. These cities are all of a geographical scale

similar to MSAs in the United States. Figure 2 plots the dynamics of house price growth and home

sales in the three city pairs from 2015 to September 2017:

[Insert Figure 2 near here]

We see from Figure 2 that the policy changes were effective in containing house price growth in the

regulated cities. In Beijing, Hefei, and Wuhan, house price almost stopped growing soon after the

policy changes. The transaction volumes of houses also plummeted. In Beijing and Hefei, quarterly

house sales dropped over 50% and 70% after the first round of house purchase restrictions.

In the meantime, the nearby non-regulated cities – which are the treated cities in our study,

appeared to be significantly affected by a spillover of housing demand caused by the policy shocks.

The quarterly home sales in Tangshan increased by 47% and 39%, respectively, in the quarter

following each round of house purchase restrictions implemented in Beijing. The reactions of

house prices in Tangshan, Bengbu, and Xiangyang were also significant after the second round of

restrictions. The growth rate of house prices in these three cities soon rose from less than 0.5% to

2.3%, 2.2%, and 2%, respectively, after March 2017.

The house purchase restrictions aimed to curb the investment demand in several large cities.

However, the spillovers we observed instead manifest a redirection of investment demand from the

regulated cities to the non-regulated cities.17The increase in investment demand soon became a

concern of the local governments of the nearby non-regulated cities. Several local governments of the

17In addition to investing in the nearby non-regulated cities, Qian, Tu, Wu, and Xu (2019) find that investors
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nearby non-regulated cities announced that they are closely monitoring the spillover of investment

demand from Tier-1 and Tier-2 cities because this spillover can precipitate turmoil to housing

markets in their jurisdictions.18 In fact, the increase in house prices in these nearby non-regulated

cities became so significant that their local governments also started to implement similar house

purchase restrictions in September 2017 to reduce out-of-town demand.19 To avoid the effect of

these later posted restrictions, our analysis focuses on the period before September 2017.

3 Difference-in-Differences: The HPR Spillovers Quasi-Experiment

In this section, we estimate the response of house prices and consumer spending on automobiles to

the house purchase restriction spillovers quasi-experiment. We describe the difference-in-differences

specification and the data used for the estimation. We provide evidence that the parallel trend

assumption holds, and that our estimation are robust to model specifications.

3.1 Empirical Specifications

To estimate the effect of the capital inflow induced by policy spillovers on house prices in the affected

cities, we use a difference-in-differences empirical design. As shown in Section 2, 22 cities in our

sample implemented house purchase restrictions, and the remaining cities during the sample period

did not implement such restrictions. First, we calculate the distance from each non-regulated city to

the nearest regulated city. Then we split the non-regulated cities into two approximately equal-sized

groups based on the calculated distance. If a city is within 250 kilometers to any regulated city,

then it belongs to the treatment group (“treated” by the capital inflow). Otherwise, it belongs to

the control group. The choice of 250 kilometers may seem arbitrary; however, it can be justified by

constrained by house purchase restrictions increase new stock accounts openings and purchases of shares of listed
real estate developers. That also provides evidence of the redirection of investment demand but is from houses to
other assets.

18This government’s concern about housing policy spillovers is first observed in Government Announcement [2017
No. 10] from the Department of Housing and Urban-Rural Development of Hubei Province, available at http:

//pkulaw.cn/fulltext_form.aspx?Gid=18847064.
19For example, among other non-regulated cities, Xiangyang and Xiaogan (Tier 3 cities) started to implement house

purchase restrictions specifically targeted at out-of-town buyers in September 2017, according to Government
Announcement [2017 No. 10], ibid.
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the fact that with the aid of high-speed railways, traveling point-to-point between two cities closer

than 250 kilometers takes less than 2 hours.20 21 We consider 250 kilometers between two cities

to be “close” for investment purposes — this distance is relatively short and makes frequent visits

possible for screening homes or monitoring tenants, but too far for daily commuting purposes. The

cities we study are prefectural cities of similar size to the MSAs in the United States. Even with

the aid of high-speed trains, conventionally people rarely commute between these cities.

House Prices

We estimate the differential change in house prices between the treated and the control cities before

and after each round of the house purchase restriction spillover shock, controlling for a vector of

time-varying city-level variables. We recognize two rounds of house purchase restriction spillovers

because the treated cities, witnessed rises in house prices and home sales after the imposition of

both rounds of restrictions in the regulated cities, as shown in Figure 2.

Specifically, we estimate the following equation for the non-regulated cities.

log HPIi,t = αi + λt + β1 · I{Di<250} × I{2016m9≤t<2017m3}

+ β2 · I{Di<250} × I{2017m3≤t≤2017m6} + ΓXi,t−1 + εi,t (1)

where HPIi,t is the monthly house price index in city i at time t, αi are city fixed effects, λt are time

fixed effects at the monthly frequency, Di is the distance (in kilometers) from the closest city that

implemented house purchase restrictions.22 The dummy variable I{Di<250} is a treatment indicator

that takes the value one if the distance of city i from the closest regulated city (i.e., Di) is less than

250 km. Similarly, the dummy variable I{2016m9≤t<2017m3} ( I{2017m3≤t≤2017m6} ) takes the value

one if time t falls between September 2016 and February 2017 (between March 2017 and June 2017).

20This 2-hour travel radius is given by the speed of the high-speed trains in China, which run at 250km-350km/hour,
and that each connecting trip within a city to the train stations takes on average 30 minutes. Most (if not all) cities
in our samples are connected or are planned to be connected to China’s high-speed rail system.

21Section 3.4.2 shows that our results are robust to choices of the cutoff distance as well as an alternative continuous
distance specification.

22We calculate Di as the distance of city i from the nearest of the 22 regulated cities listed in Table 1 and 2, although
among them, three cities did not implement the first round of house purchase restrictions. The treatment group and
our estimation results change little regardless of how the definition of the treatment group depends on these three
cities.
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Xi,t is a vector of city-level control variables for city i in time t, and εi,t is the error term.

The coefficients of interest are β1 and β2, which measure the differential change in house prices

for cities closer to regulated cities relative to cities farther from regulated cities following two rounds

of house purchase restrictions, holding constant city-level time-varying characteristics, as well as

city and time fixed effects. To account for serial correlation and region-specific random shocks, we

cluster standard errors at the city level in all specifications.

Ideally, the control variables in Xi,t should include economic fundamentals such as (1) local

demand shifters such as the average income of potential buyers in the local market and migration

flows; (2) buyer characteristics, such as the fraction of speculative buyers; and (3) credit market

conditions measured by (for example) loan-to-value ratios of the purchased house over the time

(DeFusco, Ding, Ferreira, and Gyourko, 2018). However, representative mortgage data are not

accessible in China.23 Also, even if representative data exists on all Chinese mortgages, they are not

representative of all house purchases, since Chinese households have a low dependence on mortgages.

According to statistics from the Urban Household Survey conducted by the National Bureau of

Statistics (NBS), only 17% of homebuyers in urban China received mortgage loans between 2002

and 2009. In 2012, the outstanding balance of residential mortgages made up only 14.5% of GDP

in China, which was much lower than in Japan (39%), the United States (72%), and the United

Kingdom (86%) (Fan, Wu, and Yang, 2017). These data limitations make it difficult to control

for all buyer characteristics and credit market conditions. Instead, we control for several city-level

macroeconomic variables that may relate to house prices, including per capita gross regional product

(GRP), residential population, road infrastructure, and public transportation.

Automobile Purchases

To investigate the real consequences of housing market capital inflows, we study how consumer

spending on new automobiles in the treated cities respond to the house purchase restriction spillover

shock. To do so, we re-estimate Equation (1) for automobile purchases, using consumer spending

23Proprietary mortgage data are available from only one or two mortgage lenders, which account for only a small part
of all mortgages.
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on automobiles as the outcome variable:

log Spendingi,t = αi + λt + β1 · I{Di<250} × I{2016m9≤t<2017m3}

+ β2 · I{Di<250} × I{2017m3≤t≤2017m6} + ΓXi,t−1 + εi,t (2)

where Spendingi,t measures consumer spending on new automobiles in city i at time t. To further

alleviate omitted variable concerns on top of utilizing a quasi-experimental design, we include

city and year fixed effects, and the same set of controls as in the house price response estimation.

Specifically, we control for income via GRP per capita, residential population, road infrastructure

measured as the per capita area of roads and freeways, as well as public transportation measured as

the per capita number of public buses, all of which may affect household demand of automobiles.

We also examine whether the difference-in-differences estimate is consistent with a more general

relationship between house price and automobile spending, by estimating an OLS regression with

city and time fixed effects as below.

log Spendingi,t = αi + λt + β · log HPIi,t + ΓXi,t−1 + εi,t (3)

where HPIi,t is the monthly house price index in city i at time t, and other variables similarly

defined as before. Using this OLS regression, we intend to show that across a more extended sample

period and controlling for the same set of potential confounding variables, an increase in a city’s

house price is associated with an increase in automobile spending, providing evidence that the

quasi-experiment estimates are not spurious and only present in the event period.

3.2 Data

To enable the estimation of the house price and real consequences of the house purchase restriction

spillovers quasi-experiment, we assemble a novel dataset on house prices and consumer spending on

automobiles. Table 3 reports the summary statistics, and we now introduce the variables in the

table.

[Insert Table 3 near here]
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Our primary source of house price data is CityRE, a leading national real estate information

and data-service provider. The CityRE house price index provides comprehensive coverage of 307

cities from 2008 to 2017, allowing for a large sample for the difference-in-differences estimation. The

CityRE house price index is a hedonic constant-quality index using home postings and transaction

records that the company collects from national and local real estate brokerage platforms. We

supplement the CityRE index with the index from Fang, Gu, Xiong, and Zhou (2016) (FGXZ), a

semi-repeated sales house price index that covers 120 cities from 2003 to 2013, extending our ability

to track the general pattern between house prices and consumer spending to 15 years, 2003–2017.24

The CityRE index and the FGXZ index exhibit highly-synchronized comovements and similar growth

in periods of overlap. We also obtain from CityRE for our sample cities a hedonic constant-quality

rent index spanning 2008 to 2017.

Our administrative dataset on consumer automobile spending covers every automobile purchase

in China from January 2003 to June 2017, and it comes from the China Insurance Information

Technology Corporation (CIITC). Set up by the China Insurance Regulatory Commission (CIRC) –

a commission overseeing the overall Chinese insurance products and services market, each automobile

insurance application and registration must be reported to CIITC. Since automobiles are required

to carry a form of mandatory liability insurance coverage, the CIITC data records purchase and

subsequent information on all automobiles in China. The data covers personal/commercial purchases

of passenger/non-passenger automobiles, and to measure consumer spending on automobiles, we

retain exclusively personal purchases of passenger automobiles. For each purchase, we observe its

make, model, trim, vehicle identification number, registration place and date, as well as desensitized

information on the purchaser. Figure 3 shows the number of all the automobiles purchased in China

each month aggregated from this CIITC data:

[Insert Figure 3 near here]

Purchase price information in our CIITC data allows us to measure city-level and city-

demographic-group level monthly consumer automobile spending with high precision. Automobiles

24We use the house price indices from CityRE and FGXZ and not the official NBS house price index in our regression
analysis. As analyzed in FGXZ, the NBS index closely comoves with the FGXZ index and is more smoothed, but
may slightly understate house price growth. The NBS house price index also covers a smaller set of only 70 cities.
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carrying comprehensive or collision insurance coverage are required to report their purchase price

in the insurance applications, which covers most of our sample. For the remaining purchases, we

approximate the purchase price by the average of the same model and trim in the same city and

month. A great majority of the automobiles in our dataset (about 80%) have the exact purchase

price available, and the approximate purchase price for the remaining ones is considerably accurate,

aided by the detailed model information. For example, for Mercedes-Benz, we know whether an

automobile is from the Mercedes-Benz SL-class with a 5.0L engine, which costs more than 150

thousand USD, or it is from the Mercedes-Benz C-class with a 2.0L engine and a much lower price

of 40 thousand USD.

We begin by aggregating total spending on the purchases and the total number of automobiles

purchased at the city-month level. Also, to reflect the idea that different segments of the consumer

automobile market may react differently, we also perform the aggregation for luxury cars and SUVs

separately.

Next, we obtain data on automobile purchases by different demographic groups. We first

construct another dataset containing, for each city and each month, automobile purchases made

by individuals born in the prefectural city they reside in (“the locally born”), and those made

by individuals born outside of the prefectural city they reside in (“the non-locally born”). A

desensitized part of the buyer’s ID in the CIITC data provides the prefectural birthplace of the

buyer.25 The data also provides the city where each new car is registered, which is almost always

the city where the car is purchased and used. Combining these two pieces of information, we can

distinguish automobile purchases made by individuals that are born locally from those that are not

– two groups of individuals that we later will show to distinguishably differ in housing tenure status.

Table 3 indicates that the two birthplace groups are remarkably similar in monthly car purchases

on average. In Section 4.1, we show that their spending responses following the house purchase

restriction spillover shock differ significantly.

We also obtain automobile purchases made by different age groups in each city and each month.

25More precisely, this variable provides the birthplace of individuals born after 1984, and the residence location in
1984 for individuals born earlier. This is because the national ID system was initiated in 1984. However, internal
migration was extremely limited before 1984 (Liang and White, 1996), therefore our birthplace status measure is
reasonably valid.
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Another desensitized part of the buyer’s ID in the CIITC data provides the year and month of

her birthdate and thus her age at the time of automobile purchase. We split buyers by the age

at purchase into 8 groups: 18 to 24, 25 to 29, 30 to 34, 35 to 39, 40 to 44, 45 to 49, 50 to 54,

and 55 to 64. In Section 4.2, we show that different age groups have markedly different spending

responses to the house price increase. Section 4.3 shows that consistent with a “pure” housing wealth

effect, different age groups have substantially different rates of renting homes, owning one home, or

owning multiple homes, based on the survey data, which consequently explains the difference in

their spending responses.

We collect time-varying macroeconomic variables for each city including per capita gross regional

product (GRP), residential population, square meters of road per capita, and the number of public

buses per every ten thousand city residents, industrial output, real estate investment, and bank

deposits. Some of the data come from the China City Statistical Yearbook composed by National

Bureau of Statistics of China. For the cities where data are not available from the China City

Statistical Yearbook, we manually collected the data from the statistical reports and yearbooks of

each individual city.

The survey data we used to compute the rates of renting, owning one home, and owning multiple

homes for automobile buyers in different demographic groups is based on nine waves of household

surveys, including the 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2015 waves of the Chinese General Social Survey

(CGSS), and the 2010, 2012, 2014, 2016 waves of the China Family Panel Studies (CFPS). These

surveys provide information on the birthplace and age of surveyed individuals, as well as whether

she or her immediate co-residing family owns no home, owns one home, or owns multiple homes. To

conserve space, the survey data is not summarized in Table 3.

3.3 Motivative Results

Before reporting the quasi-experimental results, we show in Table 4 fixed effects regression results

from estimating Equation (3), which reveals a strong and positive panel correlation between house

prices and consumer spending on automobiles, after controlling for macroeconomic trends, city-level

heterogeneity, and local economic conditions, including output, population growth, the availability
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of roads and freeways, as well as the supply of public transportation.

[Insert Table 4 near here]

The positive correlation in Table 4 obtains no matter whether we use all cities (columns 1 to

3 in panel A), or we use only Tier-3 cities (columns 1 to 3 in panel B). The latter group of cities

better correspond to the estimation sample in the quasi-experimental strategy, i.e., the treated and

control cities — they are the non-regulated cities, including most Tier-3 and smaller cities. The

positive correlation also holds regardless of the time period examined and the house price index

used: 2003—2013 (the FGXZ house price index), 2008—2017 (the CityRE house price index), or

2003—2017 (combining the two indices). Depending on the sample period and the house price index

used, the consumer spending on automobiles is estimated to increase by 3.8% - 5.9% on average

when house price increases by 10%. It is worthwhile to note that the spending response is slightly

larger in the Tier-3 cities (5.1% - 7.1%). This difference is coherent with the importance of the

“pure” housing wealth channel that we will soon illustrate, given the fact that the multi-property

ownership rate is higher in the Tier-3 cities than in Tier-1 and Tier-2 cities (Gan, 2018).

Having shown that overall, there is a positive correlation between automobile spending and

house prices, we now demonstrate this relationship also exists on the intensive margin. In particular,

we show that households buy more expensive cars when house prices increase. Luxury cars and

SUVs are more expensive comparing to other car models, for which we again employ the fixed

effects panel regressions according to the specification in Equation (3). Columns 4 to 9 in Table

4 report that consumer spending on luxury cars is observed to increase by 6.7% to 9.7% when

house price goes up by 10%, and correspondingly by 6.0% to 9.3% on SUVs. Such relationships are

stronger than that for all-model purchases, suggesting both an overall and an intensive margin of

the correlation between consumer automobile spending and house prices.

3.4 Difference-in-Differences using the HPR Spillovers Quasi-Experiment

We now present our main results: the difference-in-differences estimate of the effects of the house

purchase restriction spillovers quasi-experiment on house prices and consumer spending, as described
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by Equations (1) and (2). Table 5 reports these results:

[Insert Table 5 near here]

The estimated house price and automobile purchase response to the house purchase restriction

spillover shock in the treated cities (nearby non-regulated cities within 250 km from the nearest

regulated city), relative to the control cities (non-regulated cities that are farther away), are highly

significant both statistically and economically. For the house price response, column 1 of Table 5

shows that the house prices in treated cities increased by 6.0% and 9.8% relative to control cities,

following the two rounds of policy spillover shock. In contrast, as suggested by column 4, there is

no differential change in rents between treated and control cities, in response to the policy spillover

shocks. This “unchanging rents” result is inconsistent with the permanent income channel or the

labor relocation channel and suggests that the increase in house prices after the shock is plausibly

exogenous to the local economy.

Consistent with the housing wealth effect channel, a rise in local consumer spending is observed

to accompany the post-shock increase in house prices. Using the logarithm of consumer new

automobile spending as the dependent variable, column 2 shows that following the two rounds

of house purchase restriction spillover shock, consumer spending on new automobiles increases

by 17.4% and 10.7% in the treated cities relative to the control cities. Using instead the level of

the expenditure on new automobiles as the dependent variable, column 3 suggests that household

spending on automobiles increases by an average of 88 million and 33 million RMB, or equivalently

US$12 million and US$5 million, per month in each treated cities relative to the control cities,

following two rounds of policy shock. To visualize the economic significance of this spending increase,

we note that the average household spending on automobiles per city per month in our sample is

280.6 million RMB, or US$40 million. Hence the spending response caused by the policy spillovers

is as large as 12%-31% of the monthly average household automobile spending.

Having shown the overall spending response to the spillover shocks, we now demonstrate the

intensive margin of the spending response. In columns 5 and 6 of Table 5, we show that consumers

in treated cities buy more expensive automobiles – luxury cars and SUVs after the spillover shocks.
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Specifically, consumer spending on luxury cars increases by 17.4% and 11.5%, and spending on

SUVs increases by 26.7% and 16.3% in the treated cities relative to the control cities, respectively

after the two rounds of impositions of house purchase restrictions in the regulated cities. We see that

the estimated effects on luxury car or SUV purchases are generally larger than those for all-model

passenger automobiles, especially after the second round of spillover shock, suggesting that the

intensive margin of the response to the shocks is important.

3.4.1 Parallel Trends and Placebo Test

A key assumption underlying the difference-in-differences estimation is the parallel trend assumption,

which requires that in the absence of treatment, the difference in house prices and consumer spending

between the treated and the control groups of cities is constant over time. We now perform the

parallel trend test.

To carry out the test, we interact a series of time indicators with the treatment designation

indicator to estimate the dynamics of the dependent variables in the treated cities relative to that

in the control cities, both before and after treatment. We then check whether the response of the

treated cities diverges from that of the control cities before the treatment. Specifically, we estimate

the following equation:

Yi,t = αi + λt +
∑
k

βk · I{Di<250} × I{t=2016m9+k} + εi,t (4)

where I{t=2016m9+k} is an indicator of whether time t is exactly 2016m9 + k, and I{Di<250} ×

I{t=2016m9+k} is the treatment-time interaction. The dependent variable Yi,t can be the logarithm

of the house price index, the amount of consumer spending on new automobiles, or other outcome

variables appropriate for placebo tests (e.g., rents), in city i and at time t. If we find substantial

differences between the treated and the control groups of cities for k < 0, then our difference-in-

differences estimates may just be picking up an overall divergence between the two groups of cities

that well begins before the first policy spillover shock.

For the parallel trend assumption to hold, we need to have the estimate of βk in Equation
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(4) only significant for those with k ≥ 1, i.e., after the first round of the policy spillover shock in

September 2016. Figure 4 plots these coefficients – the dynamics of house prices in the treated cities

relative to that in control cities before and after the shocks:

[Insert Figure 4 near here]

As Figure 4 makes clear, the increase in house prices following each round of policy spillover

shock does not seem to be the result of a pre-treatment trend. Moreover, it presents a placebo test

result — rents respond no differently in the treated cities than in the control group, not only before,

but also long after the policy spillover shocks. This reconfirms the “unchanging rents” result.

Next, we present the parallel trend test results for household automobile purchases, again

obtained by estimating Equation (4). As shown in panels A and B of Figure 5, no significant

differences are found before the first policy spillover shock, in either automobile spending, or the

number of automobile purchases. Furthermore, the increase in automobile spending, as shown in

panel A, is larger than that in the number of automobile purchases in panel B, confirming our

finding that the spending response exists both on the extensive and the intensive margin.

This pattern of parallel trends also sustains for a more extended period prior to the house

purchase restriction spillover shock. Panels A and B of Figure 6 shows the grouped means of log

house prices and log spending for the treated and the control groups of cities, up to twenty-four

months prior to the first spillover shock. Departures between trends of the two groups of cities are,

again, only observed after the shock, but not in the extended period before the shock.

[Insert Figure 6 near here]

Then, we conduct a set of placebo tests to further establish the quasi-experimental assumption:

the house purchase restriction spillover shocks affect the treated cities solely through external

housing demand, but not other aspects of the local economy. To do so, we collect statistics on

city-level employment, population and output, and conduct difference-in-differences tests of whether

these variables exhibit differential changes between the treated and control cities concurrent with
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the policy shocks. The local economic statistics are at the annual frequency and we assign years

after 2016 as the post-treatment period. Table 6 shows the results of these placebo tests. We

see that except for an increase in residential investments, an unsurprising response to the house

price increase (column 7), there is no change in total output, industrial output, output growth,

employment, or population (columns 1 through 6) after the policy spillover shocks.

[Insert Table 6 near here]

Why does the house price increase in the treated cities relative to the control cities without

differential movements in fundamentals? We find evidence consistent with a “capital leakage”

explanation: real estate investors facing increased transaction costs in the regulated cities turn

to invest in the nearby non-regulated cities, bringing in external capital. Specifically, we find an

increase in bank deposits in the treated cities shortly after the spillover shocks, relative to the control

cities farther away (column 8 in Table 6). The increase in bank deposits embodies the consequence

of the capital inflow — when purchasing homes from the local homeowners, out-of-town investors

inject funds into the treated cities.

Additional support for the capital leakage explanation is the subsequent regulatory attention

and eventual reactions of the treated cities’ local governments. As mentioned in Section 2, notices

and announcements by local housing bureaus in the treated cities accentuate that out-of-town

investment demand have been incurring house price increases which potentially make houses less

affordable. In recognition of the influence of the spillover demand, some of these treated cities

later on issued their own purchase restrictions that explicitly and solely ban home purchases of

out-of-town buyers. For example, on November 10 of 2017, about one year after the first house

purchase restriction spillover shock, the Department of Housing and Urban-Rural Development of

Hunan Province, stipulates that areas (e.g., the nearby non-regulated cities) where “house prices

are rising too fast and non-locals are purchasing many apartments” should “impose restrictions on

home purchases and mortgages by non-locals”.26

26See the policy notice at http://pkulaw.cn/fulltext_form.aspx?Gid=18847064. See also additional news reports
on the follow-up restrictions against non-local purchases in treated cities affected by the spillover: http://hb.

people.com.cn/n2/2017/0916/c194063-30740595.html , http://www.sohu.com/a/274510246_256881.
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Overall, the evidence points to a novel mechanism underlying the house purchase restriction

spillovers shock: local policies aimed to cool down the housing market in the regulated cities incur

spillovers of investment demand to the nearby non-regulated cities, causing a quasi-experimental

increase in house prices that is absent fundamental changes, and this increase in house prices, in

turn, drives consumer spending responses. Next, we carry out two additional sets of robustness

checks for the difference-in-differences result.

3.4.2 Robustness Checks

Another potential concern with the difference-in-differences results is the sensitivity to model

specification – for example, it may seem arbitrary to use 250 km as the cut-off distance to designate

the treatment and control group in Equations (1) and (2). To address this concern, we conduct two

robustness tests to show that our results are not driven by the specific choice of model specification.

Continuous Distance Specification First, we use a “continuous-distance” specification to

estimate how the distance from the nearest regulated city affects the response of a city following the

house purchase restriction spillovers shock. Specifically, we estimate the following equations:

Yi,t = αi + λt + β1 · log(Di) × I{2016m9≤t<2017m3}

+ β2 · log(Di) × I{2017m3≤t≤2017m6} + ΓXi,t−1 + εi,t (5)

where Yi,t can be log HPIi,t, log Spendingi,t and other outcome variables of interest, and all the

variables are defined in the same way as in Equations (1) and (2). The coefficients of interest are β1

and β2. They reflect how changes of any outcome variable in a non-regulated city after the spillover

shocks relate to its distance from the nearest regulated city, while keeping all else equal. If the house

price increases in the non-regulated cities are caused by capital inflow from the regulated cities, then

we may hypothesize that as a city’s distance from the regulated cities increases, the capital inflow

should be on average weaker, and the rise in house prices (and consequently automobile spending)

should be on average smaller. Thus β1 and β2, the coefficients on the two interaction terms between

the distance to the regulated cities and the treatment period indicators, are hypothesized to be
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negative. Table 7 reports the estimated results based on this continuous distance specification.

[Insert Table 7 near here]

As shown in Table 7, we see that as the city’s distance from the nearest regulated city continuously

increases, the responses in house prices, automobile spending and automobile purchases following

the house purchase restrictions become weaker and weaker. Meanwhile, the city’s distance from

the nearest regulated city does not affect changes in rents at all. As for the intensive margin,

the responses in luxury and SUV automobile spending and purchases also become weaker as the

city’s distance from the nearest regulated city increases. These are all in accordance with our

difference-in-differences results, suggesting the latter are unlikely to be driven by the specific choice

of discrete cut-offs.

Alternative Distance cut-offs The second robustness check we perform is to perturb the cut-off

distance – 250 km in the baseline specification, to be 300 km, 200 km, and 150 km and then verify

that different choices of cut-off distance cause little change to our estimation results. Table 8 shows

the specific results of using alternative distance cut-offs.

[Insert Table 8 near here]

According to Table 8, compared with the baseline difference-in-differences estimates using a

cut-off value of 250km, the estimated effects of the house purchase restriction spillover shock on

house prices, rents, spendings on all-model automobiles, luxury automobiles and SUVs are all

quantitatively unchanged, regardless of the cut-off distance we use. In sum, results in this section

suggest that our estimates are not driven by the specific treatment group designation with respect

to the house purchase restriction spillover shocks.
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4 Heterogeneity in Spending Responses and the “Pure” Housing

Wealth Effect

What is the mechanism underlying the real spending effects of the quasi-experimental increase in

house prices in the treated cities? We now provide evidence for a “pure” housing wealth effect

channel, by exploring the heterogeneous spending responses across consumer types. The varied

spending responses will also manifest the substantial redistribution effect of the spillover shock. First,

we show that automobile purchases of locally-born population, who are more likely to own than

rent, are more responsive to house price increases than the non-locally-born population. Second,

we show that the automobile purchases of several age groups that are more likely to own multiple

homes are responsive to house price increases than the other age groups. Third, we leverage the

information from survey data to show that the multi-property owners are likely to entirely drive the

positive spending response to the house price increases in the treated cities.

4.1 Locally Born Versus Non-Locally Born Individuals

Results in Section 3.4 show that the house price boom in the nearby non-regulated cities after the

policy spillover shocks does not coincide with changes in local fundamentals (e.g., rents, output,

employment or population), suggesting that the permanent income channel (Attanasio and Weber,

1994; Campbell and Cocco, 2007) or the labor relocation channel (Sá, 2014) cannot explain our

findings, and more plausible is instead a housing wealth effect channel. Here, we present findings on

the differential spending responses of locally born versus non-locally born population in the treated

cities, to further corroborate this argument. The permanent income channel refers to: improvements

of the growth prospects of the treated cities (concurrent with the shocks) may lead to a simultaneous

increase in spending and house prices. The labor relocation channel is the possibility that the

imposition of house purchase restrictions (even though mainly curbing investment purchases) may

lead workers to migrate to nearby cities, which leads to spending and house prices increases.

Our administrative automobile purchase data conveniently allows us to calculate separately the

monthly spendings by locally-born individuals (the “locals”) and the non-locally-born individuals
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(the “migrants” and the “out-of-towners”) within each city. The locals and the migrants are equally

vital parts of the labor force and the consumer demand in Chinese cities. For example, Table 3

shows that on average, the locally-born population and the non-locally-born population contribute

approximately equally towards total spending in the treated and the control cities. However, the

locals are more likely to own houses, while the migrants are more likely to rent. The pattern has

its institutional causes, as the migrants have limited state transfer of wealth and intergenerational

transmission of wealth (Wang, 2011; Cui, Geertman, and Hooimeijer, 2016). We also provide survey

evidence of this pattern later in Section 4.3.

According to the permanent income hypothesis, the two groups of individuals should witness

a similar increase in spending. According to the labor relocation channel, the non-locally-born

population should contribute more to the spending response. But according to the housing wealth

effect, we should find a stronger spending response for the locally-born population. We test these

predictions by estimating the following equation:

log Spendingj,i,t = αi + λt + β1 · I{Di<250} × I{2016m9≤t<2017m3}

+ θ1 · I{Di<250} × I{2016m9≤t<2017m3} × I{j= born in current city}

+ β2 · I{Di<250} × I{2017m3≤t≤2017m6}

+ θ2 · I{Di<250} × I{2017m3≤t≤2017m6} × I{j= born in current city}

+ ψ · I{j= born in current city} + ΓXi,t−1 + εi,t (6)

where subscript j distinguishes the locally-born and non-locally-born population. With j =

born in current city, Spendingj,i,t represents spending on new automobiles by locally-born individu-

als in city i at time t. Otherwise, it represents the automobiles purchased by the non-locally-born

individuals. The dummy variable I{j=born in current city} takes the value one for the locals. The rest

of the specification follows the main difference-in-differences specification in Equation (2).

The coefficients of interest are θ1 and θ2, which measure the difference in the automobile

spending responses between the locally-born population and the non-locally-born population in

the treated cities, in response to two rounds of policy spillover shock, holding constant city-level,

time-varying characteristics, as well as city and time fixed effects.
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Table 9 reports the difference-in-differences estimation results for the specification in Equation

(6), on the heterogeneous spending responses of locally-born versus non-locally-born population.

For illustration purposes, Figure 7 provides a bar chart of the estimated spending responses of the

two populations.

[Insert Table 9 near here]

[Insert Figure 7 near here]

The results shown in Table 9 and Figure 7 suggest that in treated cities, the locally-born

individuals on average increase the spending on automobiles by 32.5% and 38.6% in addition to the

non-locally-born individuals, following two rounds of policy spillover shock. Correspondingly, their

number of automobile purchases also increases by 30.5% and 36.5%. However, we find effectively no

increase at all in either spending or purchases for the non-locally-born individuals.

In other words, we find a much larger spending response for the locally born group, who are

more likely to own houses, while we find a spending response indistinguishable from zero for the

non-locally born group, who in normal times spend as much as the former group, but are more likely

to rent. This result rejects predictions of the permanent income channel and the labor relocation

channel.

That the spendings of the non-locally-born individuals do not increase also helps us rule out other

confounding effects – for example, other policy shocks that may affect automobile spendings in the

treated cities. One policy shock that we find the most relevant is that during our quasi-experiment

window, several of the regulated cities limit car purchases by rationing license plates – leading

some car buyers to purchase and register new cars in the nearby cities to partially circumvent this

rationing. Such activities may artificially inflate car spending in these nearby cities. However, these

activities will show up as an increase in automobile spending by out-of-towners, which we do not

observe at all. Besides, our results are unchanged if we exclude cities with license plate rationing

regulations and any cities nearby. To conserve space, these alternative results are omitted. Overall,

the local/non-local difference suggests that the spending response to the quasi-experiment is likely
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to be driven by the housing wealth effect channel.

Robustness of Heterogeneity Results As in the previous section, a robustness check we

perform is to perturb the cut-off distance designating the treatment and control group to be 300

km, 200 km, and 150 km and then verify that different choices of cut-off distance cause little change

to our estimation results. Table 10 shows the specific result of this robustness check applied to the

local/non-local difference in spending responses.

[Insert Table 10 near here]

As shown in Table 10, we see that the difference-in-differences heterogeneity results between locally-

born and non-locally-born individuals are largely unchanged when using different values of the

cut-off distance. In fact, the coefficient estimates of interest – those in front of the interaction

term between the spillover shock and the locally born group indicator, are even larger under the

alternative cut-off distances.

4.2 Age Differences in Spending Response

Next, we present a set of results that shows substantial differences in the post-spillover change in

spending across different age groups. Specifically, we estimate the following equation:

log SpendingAge,i,t = αi + λt + β1 · I{Di<250} × I{2016m9≤t<2017m3}

+
∑
k

θ1k · I{Di<250} × I{2016m9≤t<2017m3} × I{Age=k}

+ β2 · I{Di<250} × I{2017m3≤t≤2017m6}

+
∑
k

θ2k · I{Di<250} × I{2017m3≤t≤2017m6} × I{Age=k}

+
∑
k

ψk · I{Age=k} + ΓXi,t−1 + εi,t (7)

where subscript Age represents age group. We split the age of automobile buyers at the time of the

automobile purchases into eight groups (18–24, 25–29, 30–34, 35–39, 40–44, 45–49, 50–54, 55–64),
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so Age takes values from one to eight. For example, if Age = 7, then Car SaleAge,i,t represents the

automobile purchases made by age group 7 (50–54) in city i at time t.

The coefficients of interest are θ1k and θ2k, which measure the difference in automobile spending

responses across different age groups in treated cities (those within 250 km to regulated cities), after

the two rounds of policy spillover shocks, holding constant city-level time-varying characteristics, as

well as city and time fixed effects. Table 11 reports the main difference-in-differences results from

the age heterogeneity specification in Equation (7). For illustration purposes, Figure 8 provides a

graphical summary of the estimated spending response across age groups. The estimation results

are also robust to the choice of different cut-off distances designating the treatment and control

group. To preserve space, these robustness results are omitted.

[Insert Table 11 near here]

[Insert Figure 8 near here]

The results in Table 11 and Figure 8 suggest a U-shaped relationship between age and spending

responses to the policy spillover shock across the age groups. The smallest spending response is

found among individuals in the age ranges of 35–39 and 40–44. Larger spending response is found

among individuals younger than 35 and older than 44. Given the U-shaped relationship between

age and spending response, the welfare implication of the spillover-induced surge in house prices is

unclear, in the sense that these price surges led to large redistributions across individuals in the

affected cities, with potentially negative effects for mid-age individuals. In this way, our birthplace

and age heterogeneity exercise provides a quasi-experimental test of the redistributive real effects

prediction in Favilukis and Van Nieuwerburgh (2017) regarding out-of-town housing demand.

Our results in Section 4.1 and this section are qualitatively consistent with Favilukis and

Van Nieuwerburgh (2017)’s predictions that the redistribution induced by out-of-town housing

demand is substantial, and that home owners benefit and renters lose out. One distinction of our

results from their predictions and previous predictions in Li and Yao (2007) is that we find young

consumers benefit as much as old consumers, and both benefit more than individuals in the age
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range of 35–44. In Section 4.3, we show survey evidence that compared to individuals in the age

range of 35–44, young consumers in our setting are substantially more likely to own multiple homes

or have co-residing parents that own multiple homes, and are not significantly more likely to rent.27

Coupling this with the lens of the “pure” wealth effect channel can explain the age profile of the

spending response that we find.

Importantly, our age profile results also help us falsify the collateral channel that might affect

household spending. Home equity borrowing is unavailable to individuals age 55 or above in

China. However, we still find significant spending responses for individuals older than 55. The

collateral channel is also muted partly because of the institutional settings in China. Similar to

discussed in Gan (2010) for Hong Kong, the market for HELOCs and mortgage refinancing is

overall underdeveloped in China: all mortgages are ARMs and cash out refinancing is typically not

offered; while short-term borrowing based on home equity is possible, it is generally accessed only

in emergencies or by small and medium-sized enterprise (SME) entrepreneurs in urgent need of

liquidity, and it is conventionally rare for people to extract home equity for consumption purposes.

4.3 Combining Survey Information to Test the “Pure” Housing Wealth Effect

We have interpreted the local/non-local and the age differences in spending responses as consistent

with a “pure” housing wealth effect channel. This interpretation hinges critically on two assumptions.

First, spending responses to a house price increase should be larger for multi-property owners, muted

for single-home owners, and negative for renters (Sinai and Souleles, 2005; Buiter, 2010; Kaplan,

Mitman, and Violante, forthcoming). Second, birthplace status and age at the time of automobile

purchase are good proxies for the housing tenure status. We now provide two checks. First, utilizing

household survey data on housing tenure status, we estimate how birthplace status and age relate

to the likelihood of an individual being a renter, a single-home owner or a multi-property owner.

Second, based on this estimated relationship and the birthplace status and age-group information

27Two institutional factors affecting intergenerational transmission of wealth are relevant: first, young consumers at
the age of 18–34 are born in the era of the One-Child Policy, while individuals at the age of 35–44 are born before
that. This potentially increased the endowment (in any form of wealth) to the young consumers, holding constant
the wealth of their parents. Second, the parents of the young consumers were in their prime age during the initial
housing market boom in the early 2000s and thus had better opportunity to accumulate wealth.
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in the administrative spending data, we compute the predicted share of renters, single-home owners,

and multi-property owners for automobile buyers in the spending data. And then we test whether

the housing tenure differences explain the heterogeneous spending responses as predicted by the

“pure” housing wealth effect channel.

In the first test, we combine nine waves of household surveys in China, including 2010, 2012,

2014, 2016 waves of the China Family Panel Studies (CFPS), and 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2015

waves of the Chinese General Social Survey (CGSS), and test the relationship between (1) birthplace

status and age, and (2) homeownership and multi-property ownership status. To the best of our

knowledge, these are the only nationally representative surveys in China that provide the data we

need – whether a surveyed individual or her immediate co-residing family owns no home, owns one

home, or owns multiple homes, as well as her birthplace status and age.

We regard the test resembling a first-stage test for the validity of birthplace and age as instrument

variables for housing tenure status, where the IV estimation we would conduct studies how differences

in housing tenure status affect spending response to a house price increase. Indeed, a valid IV

estimation would also require the exclusion restriction – the birthplace status and age differences

affect the spending response only through differences in housing tenure status. This is fortunately

plausible in our setting: being externally-driven and without concurrent changes in other local

fundamentals, the house price increases we observe are quasi-experimental. Predetermined birthplace

status and age are unlikely to affect the spending response to this relatively isolated house price

shock via other channels.

Table 12 reports the results from the test:

[Insert Table 12 near here]

Compared to the non-locally-born, the locally-born surveyed subjects are 15.1% less likely to be a

renter, equivalently 15.1% more likely to be a homeowner. Locally-born surveyed subjects are not

significantly more likely to be multi-property owners than the non-locally-born subjects. As for

different age groups, age groups 18–24 and 25–29 (the younger groups) have positive point estimates

for renting, while they are also significantly more likely to be multi-property owners, because they
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tend to co-reside with their parents who typically fall in age group 45–49, 50–54, and 55-64 and tend

to own multiple properties.28 29 The estimates suggest that homeownership and multi-property

ownership status indeed significantly differ by birthplace status and age in the directions that we

previously argued.

In the second test, we utilize the estimates from first-stage regressions to compute the predicted

share of renters, single-home owners, and multi-property owners for each combination of birthplace

status and age groups. We then apply these predicted housing tenure shares to the city-demographic-

group level spending data, and interact Equation (2) with the predicted housing tenure shares. In

particular, we estimate the following equation:

log Spendinga,j,i,t = αi + λt + βR1 · I{Di<250} × I{2016m9≤t<2017m3} ×Rentera,j

+ βS1 · I{Di<250} × I{2016m9≤t<2017m3} × SingleHomea,j

+ βM1 · I{Di<250} × I{2016m9≤t<2017m3} ×MultiHomea,j

+ βR2 · I{Di<250} × I{2017m3≤t≤2017m6} ×Rentera,j

+ βS2 · I{Di<250} × I{2017m3≤t≤2017m6} × SingleHomea,j

+ βM2 · I{Di<250} × I{2017m3≤t≤2017m6} ×MultiHomea,j

+ ψR ·Rentera,j + ψS · SingleHomea,j + ψM ·MultiHomea,j

+ ΓXi,t−1 + εi,t (8)

where Spendinga,j,i,t is the consumer spending on automobiles for individuals in age group a,

birthplace group j, city i and time t. The treated and post dummies are same as defined in Equation

(2). The interactive variables Rentera,j , SingleHomea,j , MultiHomea,j are the predicted share of

renters, single-home owners, and multi-property owners for individuals in age group a and birthplace

group j from the first-stage regressions. The coefficients of interest are βR1 , βS1 , βM1 , βR2 , βS2 , and βM2 ,

which represents the differential responses in spending on new automobiles for renters, single-home

owners, and multi-property owners, respectively, in the treated cities relative to the control cities,

to the two rounds of policy spillover shock.

28See note 27 about some institutional background for this multi-property ownership difference across age groups.
29These housing tenure patterns across birthplace status and age groups are robust to the inclusion of a more extended

set of independent variables, including year fixed effects, or linear time trend and its interaction with age. Results
are available upon request.
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Several test outcomes of estimating Equation (8) can arise. First, it can be that the responses

for multi-property owners are positive, the responses for single-home owners are muted, and the

responses for renters are negative. This would be a strong indication that the “pure” housing

wealth effect channel drives the spending responses we observe. Second, it can be that single-home

owners and multi-property owners both have significant positive estimates. This would suggest that

the collateral channel may be active as well as the “pure” housing wealth effect. Third, if all the

estimates are indistinguishable, then there would hardly be support for any housing wealth effect

channels. Table 13 reports the results of this test. Figure 8 provides a graphical summary of the

estimated spending responses across survey-predicted housing tenure statuses.

[Insert Table 13 near here]

[Insert Figure 9 near here]

We see that, the automobile spending response to the quasi-experimental increase in house prices

is strongly positive for multi-property owners, indistinguishable from zero for single-home owners,

and significantly negative for renters. Columns 1 and 2 display estimates for the specification in

Equation (8). Columns 3 and 4 report estimates from a slightly different alternative where the

difference-in-differences specification is interacted with homeownership rates and multi-property

ownership rates and shows that spending responses are substantially different in these dimensions.

Especially, column 1 shows that the monthly spending elasticities to the two rounds of spillover

shocks are -0.510, -1.820 for renters (i.e., hypothetically if Rentera,j = 1), -0.031, -0.292 for single-

homeowners, and 1.833 and 4.146 for multi-property owners, a striking pattern of differences. Adding

up estimates for the two rounds of spillover shocks in column 2, the result suggest that after the

quasi-experiment, renters reduce automobile spending by an average 15 million RMB per city per

month, single-home owners do not change their automobile spending, while multi-property owners

significantly increase their automobile spending, by 64 million RMB per city per month. These

results strongly support the “pure” housing wealth effect channel and are generally consistent with

the heterogeneous spending responses of birthplace and age groups to the quasi-experimental house

price increase according to back-of-envelop calculations.
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5 Discussions

In this section, we further discuss the estimates in Section 3 and 4 focusing on three issues. First,

the marginal propensity to consume (MPC) out of housing wealth implied by our estimates and its

external validity. Second, the direction and source of the bias in the panel-OLS estimated MPC

compared to the quasi-experimental estimate. Third, the economic magnitude of the real effects of

the policy spillover shocks and macroeconomic implications.

5.1 MPC Comparison and External Validity

We convert our baseline quasi-experiment estimate of the spending elasticity in Section 3.4 to MPC

to facilitate comparisons with existing literature on the housing wealth effect, especially in the

United States. To compute the MPC, note that:

MPC = Elasticity × (Spending/Housing Wealth). (9)

Hence we need information on the value of housing wealth. There is no existing measure of housing

wealth or the household balance sheet for our sample period and cities, so we construct such an

measure using the methodology in Zhang (2019), who utilizes a perpetual inventory method, to our

sample period and cities. Equipped with the housing wealth measure, together with the elasticity

and value of automobile spendings in our main results, we compute the MPC.

The elasticity of consumer spending on new automobiles to house prices we estimated is 1.77.

This is obtained by the average increase in log automobile spending in the treated cities relative to

the control cities during the event period (0.141), divided by the corresponding relative increase

in house prices (0.079). The average ratio of annual automobile spending to housing wealth for

the difference-in-differences estimation period of 0.025. Therefore, the quasi-experimental estimate

of the MPC out of housing wealth on new automobiles is 0.044. Mian, Rao, and Sufi (2013)

report an automobile MPC of 0.023 out of housing wealth for the United States, which constitutes

approximately 40% of the overall MPC (0.05 to 0.07). Similarly, Aladangady (2017) use the Saiz

(2010) instrumental variable strategy and estimate an overall housing MPC of 0.047.
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In comparison, our estimate of the MPC in China is larger than existing estimates for the

United States. This suggests that housing wealth seems to have a stronger influence on consumer

spending in China. An important contributor to this difference is that the “pure” housing wealth

effect channel driving the housing MPC is much stronger in China than in the United States.

Understandably, in addition to housing being more important in household wealth in China (Cooper

and Zhu, 2017), this is because the “pure” housing wealth effect acts through the multi-property

owners in the population (or owners of housing assets for investment purposes) and multi-property

owners are much more prevalent in China than in the United States.

The ownership rate of investment homes, as well as households’ portfolio share on investment

homes, is much lower in the United States than in China. We define investment home ownership

as the ownership of single-family and multiple-family housing units, apartments, and condos that

is beyond the main residence and not occupied by the owner. The ownership rate of investment

homes in the United States is 7%, while 19% in China.30 Households’ portfolio share of residential

housing units other than the main residence units is lower than 4% in the United States (Badarinza,

Campbell, and Ramadorai, 2016b) but 26% in China,31 an even starker contrast. This explains why

the “pure” housing wealth effect is more salient in China than in the United States.

Besides, during the sample period of our study, we observe not only a high investment home

ownership rate by Chinese households, but also a substantial increase in the value of the investment

homes in the household portfolio, regardless of measured by the portfolio share or the value-to-income

ratio (see Figure 10). These patterns reflect a salient presence of investment demand in the Chinese

housing market during the sample period of our study. Furthermore, they highlight the substantial

spending power these investment homes can bestow, during the time when their value increases.

[Insert Figure 10 near here]

Our MPC estimates may be relevant to many economies where investment purchases of real

estate assets are prevalent. Beyond the United States and China, the ownership rate of investment

real estate assets – real estate assets aside from the main residence, varies substantially around the

30Authors’ calculation based on SCF (2016 wave) for the United States and CFPS (2016 wave) for China.
31Authors’ calculation based on CFPS (2016 wave).
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world. Across Europe, Australia, and Canada, the lowest ownership rate of investment real estate

assets is 8.1% in Netherlands, and the highest is 46% in Cyprus.32 In India, although we do not

have data on ownership rate of the investment real estate assets, Badarinza, Balasubramaniam, and

Ramadorai (2016a) have shown that housing and land are the most prevalent investment vehicles

there, even more prevalent than in China.33 Figure 11 plots the ownership rate of the investment real

estate assets versus the financial development index for the 23 countries in Badarinza, Campbell, and

Ramadorai (2016b). It presents a noticeable pattern – when an economy has more underdeveloped

financial markets, it tends to have higher investment real estate ownership rate.

Indeed, the “pure” housing wealth effect channel we emphasize may not apply to all countries –

for example, it may not apply to countries with highly-developed financial markets, where households

no longer need to use housing as a storage of value. However, it may be immediately relevant in

many developing countries and medium-income countries. In these countries, the “pure” housing

wealth effect channel can translate fluctuations in house prices to important impact on the real

economy.

[Insert Figure 11 near here]

5.2 Negative Bias in the OLS MPC Estimate in the Presence of Investment Demand

How does the quasi-experimental estimate of the MPC leveraging the house purchase restriction

spillover shock compare with the panel OLS estimate in Section 3.3? The OLS elasticity of consumer

spending on new automobiles to house prices is 0.71 (column 3 of panel B in Table 4). The average

ratio of annual automobile spending to housing value for the OLS sample period and cities is

0.03. Hence the OLS estimate of the automobile MPC is 0.021. Therefore, compared with the

quasi-experimental estimation in Section 3.4, the panel OLS estimation appears to underestimate

the MPC.

A negative bias in the OLS estimation of the housing wealth effect may be counterintuitive.

32We use statistics from HFCS for Europe except the UK, and Badarinza, Campbell, and Ramadorai (2016b) for
Australia, Canada and the UK, where the real estate assets include land and commercial real estate.

33The average Indian household holds 77% of its total assets in real estate, while the average Chinese household holds
62% of its total assets in real estate according to Badarinza, Balasubramaniam, and Ramadorai (2016a).
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Conventional wisdom (Attanasio and Weber, 1994; Campbell and Cocco, 2007) suggests that the

shared positive loadings of consumer spending and house prices on local growth prospects should

generate a positive bias in the OLS estimation.

However, the presence of investment demand in real estate challenges this conventional wisdom

and explains this negative bias. As documented in Wei, Zhang, and Liu (2012) and Zhang (2019),

when financial markets are underdeveloped, housing assets are the major investment instruments,

and a large fraction of household savings are in the form of housing assets. In this context, an increase

in the saving propensity lowers consumption spending, but at the same time raises the investment

demand in real estate and consequently house prices. In other words, the saving propensity becomes

an omitted variable that positively correlate with house prices and negatively correlates with

consumer spending. This omitted variable issue lead to a negative bias when estimating the housing

wealth effect.

Our prescription to future studies on the housing wealth effect is that we should be wary of the

bias caused by omitting the saving propensity (investment demand in real estate) when estimating

the housing MPC, especially in economies where real estate serves as important investment vehicles.

5.3 Economic Significance of the Overall Spending Response

What is the macroeconomic magnitude of the automobile spending increase caused by the house

purchase restriction spillovers quasi-experiment? We conduct back-of-the-envelope calculations as

follows. According to Table 5, following the policy spillover shocks, each treated city experience an

average of 66 million RMB increase in consumer spending on new automobiles each month, relative

to the control group of cities. There are 152 treated cities in our sample, and the length of the

treatment window in our estimation is 10 months. Therefore, we observe a causal increase of 100.32

RMB billion in consumer spending on new automobiles, making up 6.3% of the national consumer

spending on new automobiles in the event period.

The following comparison helps us further understand the size of the effects of the spillover

shocks, and of the “pure” housing wealth effect. The overall causal increase in consumer spending
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on new automobiles corresponds to an additional 717 thousand units in new automobile sales.34 The

event window of 2016-2017 is known to be a period of unprecedented growth in the Chinese passenger

automobile market. According to the China Association of Automobile Manufacturers, the average

annual growth of automobile sales during these two years is 1,754 thousand units. Comparing with

that, our estimated spillover effects during the event window can explain an impressive 40.8% of the

annual average growth during this boom in automobile sales.

The impositions of house purchase restrictions, originally locally-motivated for containing the

local house price growth in the regulated cities, leads to sizable spillover effects. These policy shocks

induce out-of-town investors to invest in the nearby non-regulated cities, and the resulting increase

in house prices leads to substantial redistribution within these cities. Figures 7, 8, and 13 graphically

show that the magnitude of the redistribution in the real effects across groups in these cities are of

the same order as the overall positive effect. Albeit the large redistribution, the changes in spending

of groups with muted or negative response do not obliterate the spending increase from the groups

that gain the most.35

6 Conclusion

This paper provides a causal evaluation of the asset pricing and real consequences of out-of-town

housing demand, and the impact of policy spillovers. In doing so, this paper illustrates how the

“pure” housing wealth effect channel can transform the external-driven house price increase into

substantial overall and redistributive consumer spending effects.

Our identification scheme relies on a unique quasi-experiment – the spillovers from the imposition

of local house purchase restrictions in regulated cities to nearby non-regulated cities in China. We

show that these spillovers incur non-negligible impact on the non-regulated cities and provide

important implications for future policy design and regulatory coordination.

34The sample mean value for new consumer automobile in our event window is 140,000 RMB (about 20,000 USD).
35One underlying reason is that the spillover-driven out-of-town demand raises house prices non-fundamentally, and

does not drive up rents. Renters have the option to continue renting. This option reduces the renters’ negative
responses and leads to the substantially positive overall real effects.
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This quasi-experiment allows for a new empirical approach that creates house price variations

that are plausible exogenous to local fundamentals, which enables new findings on the housing

wealth effect. For future studies, it provides a new laboratory to study the impact of housing market

on other real outcomes.

The presence of investment demand in the housing market substantially influences the findings

of this paper and leads to results different from the literature focusing on the housing market in

the United States. As we find that the presence of investment demand in the housing market is

especially prevalent in economies where financial markets are under-developed, many countries

share the defining characteristics of the housing market in our setting. For these countries, further

research is needed to better understand the interaction of investment demand in the housing market,

household financial decisions and financial market dynamics.
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Figure 1: Locations of Example Pairs of Policy Cities and Treated Cities

Notes: This figure shows the locations of three example pairs of cities that illustrate the effect of the imposition of
restrictions on home purchases on regulated cities and neighboring non-regulated cities. Red dots indicate the three
large example cities where house purchase restrictions were implemented. Blue dots indicate the neighboring small
cities that appeared to be affected by the policy spillover. As shown in Figure 2, the policy shocks in Beijing, Hefei
and Wuhan appeared to affect the housing market in Tangshan, Bengbu and Xiangyang respectively.
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Figure 2: Reactions of House Prices and Home Sales to the Restrictions - Some Examples
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Notes: This figure plots the dynamics of house price growth rates and house sales in three pairs of cities from 2015 to
September 2017 to illustrate the effect of the imposition of house purchase restrictions on regulated cities and on
neighboring non-regulated cities. For the three pairs of cities, the three graphs in the left panel show the monthly
growth rate of house prices, and the three graphs in the right panel show the quarterly home sales. House Purchase
Restrictions implemented in September 2016 significantly decreased the growth of house prices and home sales in large
cities such as Beijing, Hefei and Wuhan, and increased the sales in small cities such as Tangshan. The restrictions
implemented in March 2017, although stricter, had much smaller effect on the housing markets in Beijing, Hefei and
Wuhan. However, they significantly increased house prices in Tangshan, Bengbu and Xiangyang and also increased
home sales in Tangshan and Bengbu. The figure uses National Bureau of Statistics 70-city house price index and
house sales data, which comes from constant-quality sampling but covers much fewer cities. The responses of house
price and house sales in the non-regulated cities seem to be more pronounced after the second round of the impositions
of house purchase restrictions in the regulated cities, which is consistent with the larger causally estimated policy
spillover effect on house price and automobile spendings after the second round of house purchase restrictions.
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Figure 3: National Automobile Purchases in the CIITC Data
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Notes: This figure shows the number of all the automobiles purchased in China each month aggregated from our
CIITC data.
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Figure 4: Parallel Trends and Placebo Test: House Prices and Rents

Panel A: Parallel Trends — House Prices
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Notes: This graphs plot the coefficient estimates of Equation 4 with k ∈ [−15, 15]. The outcome variable is log of the
CityRE house price index at the city by month level in Panel (a), and is log of the CityRE rent index at the city by
month level in Panel (b). They show the estimated response of house prices and rents in treated cities relative to
those in control cities before and after the policy spillover shocks took effect. All the responses are relative to the level
of response in June 2016 (i.e. k = −3). The first round of restrictions happened in September 2016, and the second
round happened in March 2017, which are labeled by vertical red lines. City fixed effects, time(year-month) fixed
effects and city-level controls are added. The 95% confidence interval is drawn based on standard errors clustered at
the city level.
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Figure 5: Parallel Trends: Automobile Spending and Number of Automobile Purchases

Panel A: Consumer Spending on Automobiles
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Notes: The graphs plot the coefficient estimates of Equation 4 with k ∈ [−3, 9]. The outcome variable is log of
consumer automobile spending at the city by month level in Panel (a), and is the log of the number of consumer
automobile purchases at the city by month level in Panel (b). They show the estimated response of consumer new
automobile spending and purchases in treated cities relative to that in control cities before and after the policy shocks
took effect. All treatment-control difference estimates are relative to the level of difference in June 2016 (i.e. k = −3).
The first round of restrictions happened in September 2016, and the second round happened in March 2017, which are
labeled by vertical red lines. City fixed effects, time(year-month) fixed effects and city-level controls are added. The
95% confidence interval is drawn based on standard errors clustered at the city level.
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Figure 6: Parallel Trends: Long-Term Past Differences Between Treated and Control Cities
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Notes: This graph plots for the treated cities and in the control group of cities the long-term grouped means of house
prices, in Panel (a), and consumer spending on new automobiles, in Panel (b), for the 36-month period from July
2014 to June 2017. The first round of restrictions happened in September 2016, and the second round happened in
March 2017, which are labeled by vertical red lines.
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Figure 7: DID Heterogeneity in Spending Responses: Individuals Born Locally Versus Migrants
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Notes: This figure plots the differential average spending responses estimated in Table 9, where we compare difference-
in-differences estimates of spending responses to housing booms following the spillover shock for individuals born in
the current city they reside in and for individuals born outside of the city they reside in.
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Figure 8: DID Heterogeneity in Spending Responses: Age Groups
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Notes: This figure plots the differential average spending responses across the age groups estimated in Table 11, where
we compare the difference-in-differences estimate of spending responses to house price booms following the house
purchase restriction spillover shock for individuals in different age groups.
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Figure 9: DID Heterogeneity in Spending Response: Survey-Predicted Home and Multi-Property
Ownership
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Notes: This figure plots the average responses in log automobile spending of survey-predicted renters, single-home
owners and multi-property owners as estimated in Table 13, where we compare the difference-in-differences estimate of
spending responses to house price booms following the house purchase restriction spillover shock for survey-predicted
renters, single-home owners and multi-property owners.
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Figure 10: Multi-Property Ownership in China
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Notes: The solid line plots the value of average Chinese household’s holding of investment homes as a share of the
value of household total assets. The dashed line plots the ratio of the value of average Chinese household’s holding
of investment homes to the sum of labor income and pension income. Investment homes are defined as residential
housing units (apartments, condos, as well as single or multi-family housing units) other than the main residence, not
occupied by the owner. Based on authors’ calculation using data from the 2010, 2012, 2014, 2016 waves of the China
Family Panel Studies (CFPS), and the 2011, 2013, 2015, 2017 waves of the China Household Finance Survey (CHFS).
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Figure 11: Cross Country Comparison of Multi-Property Ownership Rate

Notes: The figure plots the participation rate of households in holding investment real estate assets, defined as real
estate assets other than the main residence, and the financial development index, of the 23 countries in ?. The
participation rate data is based on the Household Finance and Consumption Survey (HFCS) for Europe except UK,
and ? for Australia, Canada and UK. The financial development index is the IMF financial development index
(Svirydzenka, 2016). Dashed line plots the fitted values from an OLS regression.
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Table 1: First Round of House Purchase Restrictions

City Policy Shock Date
Effective

Beijing • Raise the down payment: from 35% to 40% for the 1st house; from 35% to 50%-70%
for the 2nd house.

2016.9.30

Changsha • Price-cap regulation: the average transaction price cannot increase further. 2016.11.25

Chengdu • Raise the down payment: from 35% to 40% for the 2nd house. 2016.10.9

Fuzhou • Raise the down payment: to 30% for the 2nd house . 2016.10.14

Guangzhou
• Restrictions on non-resident purchases: cannot own more than 1 house.
• Restrictions on resident purchases: cannot own more than 2 houses.

2016.10.1

Haikou N/A N/A

Hangzhou
• Restrictions on non-resident purchases: cannot own more than 1 house in city center
areas.
• Raise the down payment: from 30%-40% to 50% for the 2nd house.

2016.9.20

Hefei
• Restrictions on resident purchases: cannot own more than 2 houses.
• Raise the down payment: to 40%-50% for the 2nd house.

2016.10.1

Huizhou N/A N/A

Jinan
• Raise the down payment: from 20% to 30% for the 1st house; from 20% to 30%-40%
for the 2nd house.

2016.10.2

Nanchang
• Restrictions on non-resident purchases: cannot own more than 1 house.
• Restrictions on resident purchases: cannot own more than 2 houses.

2016.10.8

Nanjing
• Restrictions on non-resident purchases: cannot own more than 1 house.
• Restrictions on resident purchases: cannot own more than 2 houses.

2016.9.25

Qingdao N/A N/A

Sanya
• Restrictions on non-resident purchases: cannot own more than 1 house.
• Restrictions on resident purchases: cannot own more than 2 houses.

2016.10.1

Shanghai • Decrease credit supply (by rationing). 2016.10.19

Shenzhen
• Restrictions on purchases: cannot own more than 1 house.
• Raise the down payment: to 30%-50% for the 1st house.

2016.10.4

Shijiazhuang • Raise the land tax: to 3% for the 2nd house. 2016.10.1

Tianjin
• Restrictions on non-resident purchases: cannot own more than 1 house.
• Raise the down payment: to 40% for the 1st house purchased by nonresidents.

2016.9.30

Wuhan
• Restrictions on non-resident purchases: cannot own more than 1 house.
• Raise the down payment: to 25% for the 1st house; to 50% for the 2nd house.

2016.10.3

Wuxi • Raise the down payment: to 40% for the 2nd house. 2016.10.2

Xiamen

• Restrictions on non-resident purchases: those who own 1 house can only purchase
additional houses with areas larger than 180 m2.
• Restrictions on resident purchases: those who own 2 houses can only purchase
additional houses with areas larger than 180 m2.
• Raise down payment: to 30% for the 1st house; to 40% for the 2nd house.

2016.10.5

Zhengzhou

• Restrictions on non-resident purchases: those who own 1 house can only purchase
additional houses with areas larger than 180 m2.
• Restrictions on resident purchases: those who own 2 houses can only purchase
additional houses with areas larger than 180 m2.
• Raise down payment: to 30% for the 1st house; to 40% for the 2nd house.

2016.10.2

Notes: This table summarizes the policy changes in the first round of impositions of house purchase restrictions in
the regulated cities. The policy information is collected from city government announcements and the China Index
Academy(a company collecting information on China’s real estate market). The resident and non-resident purchases
mentioned above are at the household level instead of the individual level. The criteria for non-resident purchases
usually include that the nonresidents must live in the city and pay taxes for a certain period of time.
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Table 2: Second Round of House Purchase Restrictions

City Policy Shock Date
Effective

Beijing
• Raise the down payment: to 60%-80% for the 2nd house.
• Decrease credit supply: stop providing mortgages lasting longer than 25 years.

2017.3.17

Changsha
• Restrictions on non-resident purchases: cannot own more than 1 house.
• Restrictions on resident purchases: cannot own more than 2 houses.
• Raise the down payment: to 30% for the 1st house; to 35%-40% for the 2nd house.

2017.3.18

Chengdu • Restrictions on purchases: each family can only own 1 house. 2017.3.23

Fuzhou
• Raise the down payment: to 50% for the 2nd house.
• Restrictions on resale: owner needs to hold a house for 2 years before resale.

2017.3.28

Guangzhou
• Raise the down payment: from 30% to 40%-70% for families that ever applied for
mortgages.

2017.3.17

Haikou
• Restrictions on non-resident purchases: cannot own more than 1 house.
• Restrictions on resale: owner needs to hold a house for 2 years before resale.

2017.4.14

Hangzhou
• Restrictions on non-resident purchases: cannot own more than 1 house in the city
area.
• Restrictions on resident purchases: cannot own more than 2 houses in the city area.

2017.3.3

Hefei • Increase mortgage rate by 10%. 2017.3.20

Huizhou • Increase mortgage rate by 10%. 2017.3.20

Jinan
• Raise the down payment: to 60% for the 2nd house .
• Increase the mortgage rate by 10%.
• Restrictions on resale: owner needs to hold a house for 2 years before resale.

2017.4.19

Nanchang
• Restrictions on non-resident purchases: raise the criteria for the purchases.
• Restrictions on resident purchases: cannot own more than 1 house.

2017.3.8

Nanjing
• Restrictions on non-resident purchases: raise the criteria for the purchases.
• Raise the down payment: from 30%-40% to 50% for the 2nd house.

2017.3.15

Qingdao • Raise the down payment: from 20% to 30% for the 1st house; from 30% to 40% for
the 2nd house.

2017.3.16

Sanya • Raise the down payment: from 30%-40% to 50% for the 2nd house. 2017.3.11

Shanghai • Decrease credit supply (by stricter rationing). 2017.3.17

Shenzhen • Increase mortgage rate by 10%. 2017.3.20

Shijiazhuang
• Raise the down payment: to 30%-40% for the 1st house; to 50%-60% for the 2nd
house.

2017.3.17

Tianjin
• Restrictions on non-resident purchases: raise the criteria for the purchases.
• Restrictions on resident purchases: each individual cannot own more than 1 house.
• Raise the down payment: to 40% for the 1st house purchased by nonresidents.

2017.3.31

Wuhan • Increase mortgage rate by 10%. 2017.3.20

Wuxi • Increase mortgage rate by 10%. 2017.3.20

Xiamen • Restrictions on resident purchases: an individual can only own 1 house. 2017.3.24

Zhengzhou • Restrictions on non-resident purchases: raise the criteria for the purchases. 2017.3.17

Notes: This table summarizes the policy changes in the second round of impositions of house purchase restrictions in
the regulated cities. The policy information is collected from city government announcements and the China Index
Academy(a company collecting information on China’s real estate market). The resident and non-resident purchases
mentioned above are at the household level except for those otherwise indicated. The criteria for non-resident purchases
usually include that the nonresidents must live in the city and pay taxes for a certain period of time.
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Table 3: Summary Statistics

Count Mean Std. Dev. 10th 50th 90th
City-level data

Fang et al. (2016) house price index 13641 2.05 1.02 0.99 1.82 3.46
CityRE house price index 30709 1.54 0.51 1.02 1.42 2.21
Combined house price index 19179 2.49 1.33 1.03 2.23 4.14
CityRE rent index 28311 1.39 0.41 0.98 1.31 1.90

Consumer new automobile spending (Y mil.) 58458 280.60 534.19 14.74 107.65 659.97
Consumer new automobile purchases 58458 2123 3443 140 980 5157
Luxury automobile spending (Y mil.) 58458 54.33 149.66 0.50 10.59 112.41
Luxury automobile purchases 58458 98 274 1 18 197
SUV spending (Y mil.) 58458 68.98 159.48 1.48 18.89 159.05
SUV purchases 58458 336 743 9 91 843

Per capita gross regional product (Y) 47040 32437 28541 7961 24543 65694
Residential population (1,000) 47040 4266 5163 1368 3531 7652
Square meters of road per capita 46320 9.95 10.70 3.82 8.67 16.59
Public buses per 1,000 residents 46344 0.67 0.63 0.21 0.58 1.17

GRP (Y bil.) 2525 215.20 266.20 43.33 127.66 467.85
GRP excl. real estate investment (Y bil.) 2458 190.65 229.47 41.63 115.76 414.78
Real estate investment (Y bil.) 2542 27.54 44.92 2.77 12.41 64.10
Bank Deposits (Y bil.) 2396 348.27 583.39 56.74 163.89 848.82
New employment/Residential population 1186 0.02 0.06 0.01 0.01 0.03
Residential population (annual,mil.) 2290 4.23 3.07 1.24 3.52 7.86
Growth of GRP excl. real estate investment 2126 0.09 0.08 0.01 0.09 0.18
Growth of industrial output 2393 0.12 0.08 0.04 0.10 0.21

City-demographic group-level data

Automobile spending of birthplace groups (Y mil.):
Born locally 52701 146.00 252.28 1.72 51.51 378.69
Migrants and out-of-towners 52701 158.42 363.35 6.48 44.72 375.31

Automobile spending of age groups (Y mil.):
Age Group 1 (18-24) 53829 30.71 52.55 2.60 12.80 75.38
Age Group 2 (25-29) 53829 54.37 109.11 3.01 18.26 130.74
Age Group 3 (30-34) 53829 52.63 103.57 3.70 19.73 119.80
Age Group 4 (35-39) 53829 49.89 89.82 3.69 21.29 115.81
Age Group 5 (40-44) 53829 44.55 80.42 2.80 19.27 103.21
Age Group 6 (45-49) 53829 29.99 55.45 1.19 12.43 71.45
Age Group 7 (50-54) 53829 15.17 30.17 0.55 5.56 36.08
Age Group 8 (55-64) 53829 8.39 18.28 0.21 2.90 18.98

Notes: This table reports summary statistics for all the variables used in this paper. The constant-quality house price
index from Fang et al. (2016) covers 2003m1 to 2013m3. The CityRE house price index covers a broader set of cities
from 2008m1 to 2017m12. The combined house price index takes data from Fang et al. (2016) and CityRE for the set
of cities in Fang et al. (2016), using the Fang et al. (2016) data whenever available. City-level and city-demographic
group-level automobile spending and purchase data are aggregated at a monthly frequency from transaction-level data
provided by the CIITC.
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Table 4: Consumer Spending on New Automobiles vs House Price (OLS)

Panel A: All Cities
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

log(Automobile log(Luxury log(SUV
Spending) Automobile Spending) Spending)

log(FGXZ house 0.591∗∗∗ 0.671∗∗∗ 0.670∗∗∗

price index, 03-13) (4.139) (3.494) (4.718)

log(CityRE house 0.375∗∗∗ 0.715∗∗∗ 0.602∗∗∗

price index, 08-17) (4.179) (6.778) (4.990)

log(Combined house 0.529∗∗∗ 0.737∗∗∗ 0.651∗∗∗

price index, 03-17) (3.859) (4.335) (4.437)

Observations 11854 26869 17179 11739 26850 17064 11851 26869 17176
R2 0.971 0.962 0.963 0.929 0.929 0.933 0.953 0.944 0.955
Panel B: Tier 3 Cities

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)
log(Automobile log(Luxury log(SUV

Spending) Automobile Spending) Spending)

log(FGXZ house 0.671∗∗∗ 0.831∗∗∗ 0.835∗∗∗

price index, 03-13) (3.921) (3.533) (4.909)

log(CityRE house 0.508∗∗∗ 0.845∗∗∗ 0.786∗∗∗

price index, 08-17) (6.229) (7.185) (6.715)

log(Combined house 0.705∗∗∗ 0.968∗∗∗ 0.926∗∗∗

price index, 03-17) (4.653) (4.685) (5.599)

Observations 8630 22985 12464 8515 22966 12349 8627 22985 12461
R2 0.959 0.947 0.951 0.893 0.888 0.901 0.931 0.925 0.942
Controls YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES
City FE YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES
Time FE YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES

t statistics in parentheses
∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Notes: This table reports the panel fixed effect regressions of consumer spending on new automobiles, and the number of
automobile purchases, on three house price indices covering different time periods in China. The data spans 2003m1 to 2017m6.
The dependent variables are are log household spending on all automobiles in columns (1) to (3), on luxury cars in columns (4)
to (6) and on SUVs in columns (7) to (9) in each city in each month. In Panel A, the sample includes all cities. In Panel B,
the sample includes only Tier 3 cities, which better corresponds to the estimation sample of the quasi-experimental strategy,
i.e., the treated and control groups of nearby and farther away non-regulated cities. The main explanatory variables are the
constant-quality house price index from Fang et al. (2016), covering 2003m1 to 2013m3 in columns (1), (4) and (7), the CityRE
house price index, covering a broader set of cities for 2008m1 to 2017m12 in columns (2), (5) and (8), and the combined house
price index covering 2003m1 to 2017m12 in columns (3), (6) and (9), taking data from Fang et al. (2016) and CityRE for the set
of cities in Fang et al. (2016), using the Fang et al. (2016) data whenever available. The control variables are per capita GRP,
resident population, square meters of road per capita and number of public buses per capita. Standard errors are clustered at
the city level.
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Table 5: House Prices and Automobile Spending Response to the House Purchase Restriction
Spillover Shock

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
log(CityRE log(Automobile Automobile log(CityRE log(Luxury log(SUV

House Price Index) Spending) Spending Rent Index) Automobile Spending)
(Y mil.) Spending)

Treat × Post1 0.060∗∗∗ 0.174∗∗∗ 88.307∗∗∗ 0.006 0.174∗∗∗ 0.267∗∗∗

(5.006) (6.561) (5.679) (0.477) (4.964) (8.477)

Treat × Post2 0.098∗∗∗ 0.107∗∗∗ 32.921∗ 0.006 0.115∗∗∗ 0.163∗∗∗

(6.243) (4.045) (1.746) (0.378) (2.790) (5.290)

Observations 16658 16716 16716 16601 16715 16716
R2 0.957 0.963 0.924 0.917 0.929 0.944
Controls YES YES YES YES YES YES
City FE YES YES YES YES YES YES
Time FE YES YES YES YES YES YES

t statistics in parentheses
∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Notes: This table reports the difference-in-differences regressions of house prices, consumer new automobile spending
and rents with respect to shocks from the imposition of investment home purchase restrictions in nearby regulated
cities. The sample consists of all non-regulated cities, and the data span from 2012m1 to 2017m6. The dependent
variables are log CityRE house price index in each city in each month in column (1), log household spending on
automobiles in column (2), raw values of household spending on automobiles in column (3), log CityRE rent index in
column (4), log household spending on luxury cars in column (5), and log household spending on SUVs in column
(6). Treat is a dummy that takes the value 1 if the city is closer than 250 km to the nearest cities regulated by
house purchase restrictions. Post1 is a dummy that takes the value 1 if the time is after the first round of the House
Purchase Restriction shock and before the second round. Post2 is a dummy that takes the value 1 if the time is after
the second round of shock. The control variables are per capita GRP, resident population, square meters of road per
capita and number of public buses per capita. Standard errors are clustered at the city level.
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Table 6: Post Treatment Trends of Macroeconomic Variables

(1) (2) (3) (4)
log (GRP) log (GRP excluding Growth Rate of GRP Growth Rate of

Real Estate Investment) excluding Real Estate Industrial Output
Investment

Treat × Post -0.010 -0.015 -0.018 0.008
(-0.667) (-0.908) (-1.160) (1.019)

Observations 1551 1500 1451 1501
R2 0.994 0.991 0.279 0.580

(5) (6) (7) (8)
New Employment/ log (Residential log (Real Estate log (Bank

Residential Population Population) Investment) Deposits)

Treat × Post 0.006 0.007 0.217∗ 0.027∗

(0.805) (0.233) (1.698) (1.762)

Observations 1031 1463 1549 1449
R2 0.660 0.953 0.887 0.993

City FE YES YES YES YES
Time FE YES YES YES YES

t statistics in parentheses
∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Notes: This table reports the difference-in-difference regressions of several key annual macroeconomic variables with
respect to shocks from the imposition of investment home purchase restrictions in nearby regulated cities. The sample
consists of all non-regulated cities excluding cities in four provinces that were involved in output and investment
statistics scandals around the treatment event. The data span from 2012 to 2018. Treat is a dummy that takes the
value 1 if the city is closer than 250 km to the nearest cities regulated by house purchase restrictions. Post is a dummy
that takes the value 1 if the time is after or equal to year 2017. GRP abbreviates for city-level gross regional product.
Standard errors are clustered at the city level.
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Table 7: DID Estimated Effects of Asset Purchase Restriction Spillovers on House Prices and
Automobile Spending: Continuous Distance Specification

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
log(CityRE log(Automobile Automobile log(CityRE log(Luxury log(SUV

House Price Index) Spending) Spending Rent Index) Automobile Spending)
(Y mil.) Spending)

log Distance -0.040∗∗∗ -0.096∗∗∗ -45.290∗∗∗ 0.005 -0.110∗∗∗ -0.143∗∗∗

× Post1 (-5.123) (-6.433) (-4.636) (0.812) (-5.596) (-7.997)

log Distance -0.064∗∗∗ -0.056∗∗∗ -4.782 0.012 -0.074∗∗∗ -0.086∗∗∗

× Post2 (-6.821) (-3.538) (-0.455) (1.501) (-3.264) (-4.884)

Observations 16658 16716 16716 16601 16715 16716
R2 0.957 0.963 0.924 0.917 0.929 0.944
Controls YES YES YES YES YES YES
City FE YES YES YES YES YES YES
Time FE YES YES YES YES YES YES

t statistics in parentheses
∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Notes: This table reports the robustness of the main difference-in-differences estimates of the house price and consumer
spending responses to using distance from the nearest regulated city as a continuous variable for assigning the treatment
status of cities. The sample consists of all non-regulated cities, and the data span from 2012m1 to 2017m6. The
dependent variables are log CityRE house price index in each city in each month in column (1), log household spending
on new automobiles in column (2), raw values of consumer spending on new automobiles in column (3), log CityRE
rent index in column (4), log consumer spending on luxury cars in column (5), and log consumer spending on SUVs in
column (6). Distance is the distance of each city from the nearest city regulated by house purchase restrictions. Post1
is a dummy that takes the value 1 if the time is after the first round of the house purchase restriction spillover shock
and before the second round. Post2 is a dummy that takes the value 1 if the time is after the second round of shock.
The control variables are per capita GRP, resident population, square meters of road per capita and number of public
buses per capita. Standard errors are clustered at the city level.
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Table 8: DID Estimated Effects of Asset Purchase Restriction Spillovers on House Prices and
Automobile Spending: Alternative Distance Cutoffs

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
log(CityRE log(Automobile Automobile log(CityRE log(Luxury log(SUV
House Price Spending) Spending Rent Index) Automobile Spending)

Index) (Y mil.) Spending)

Cutoff Distance=300 km

Treat × Post1 0.059∗∗∗ 0.183∗∗∗ 88.250∗∗∗ 0.000 0.187∗∗∗ 0.279∗∗∗

(5.012) (6.739) (5.528) (0.004) (5.160) (8.664)

Treat × Post2 0.096∗∗∗ 0.109∗∗∗ 20.991 -0.007 0.130∗∗∗ 0.161∗∗∗

(6.278) (4.075) (1.075) (-0.455) (3.019) (5.068)

Cutoff Distance=200 km

Treat × Post1 0.059∗∗∗ 0.151∗∗∗ 77.549∗∗∗ 0.005 0.198∗∗∗ 0.235∗∗∗

(4.529) (5.507) (4.839) (0.399) (5.889) (7.268)

Treat × Post2 0.100∗∗∗ 0.090∗∗∗ 19.729 0.001 0.145∗∗∗ 0.145∗∗∗

(5.908) (3.297) (1.082) (0.062) (3.679) (4.663)

Cutoff Distance=150 km

Treat × Post1 0.056∗∗∗ 0.106∗∗∗ 52.948∗∗∗ -0.009 0.172∗∗∗ 0.170∗∗∗

(3.567) (3.462) (2.863) (-0.746) (4.639) (4.812)

Treat × Post2 0.093∗∗∗ 0.076∗∗ 5.764 -0.017 0.132∗∗∗ 0.112∗∗∗

(4.633) (2.465) (0.283) (-1.154) (3.115) (3.278)

Controls YES YES YES YES YES YES
City FE YES YES YES YES YES YES
Time FE YES YES YES YES YES YES

t statistics in parentheses
∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Notes: This table reports the robustness of the main difference-in-differences estimates of the house price and household
spending responses to using alternative distance cutoffs of 150 km, 200 km and 300 km for assigning the treatment
status of cities. The sample consists of all non-regulated cities, and the data span from 2012m1 to 2017m6. The
dependent variables are log CityRE house price index in column (1), log consumer spending on new automobiles in
each city in each month in column (2), raw values of consumer spending on new automobiles in each city in each
month in column (3), log CityRE rent index in column (4), log consumer spending on luxury automobiles and SUVs,
respectively, in each city in each month, in columns (5) and (6). Treat is a dummy that takes the value 1 if the city is
within 300 km, 200 km, or 150 km from the nearest cities regulated by house purchase restrictions. Post1 is a dummy
that takes the value 1 if the time is after the first round of the house purchase restriction spillover shock and before
the second round. Post2 is a dummy that takes the value 1 if the time is after the second round of shock. The control
variables are per capita GRP, resident population, square meters of road per capita and number of public buses per
capita. Standard errors are clustered at the city level.
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Table 9: DID Heterogeneity in Spending Responses: Individuals Born Locally vs. Migrants

(1) (2)
log(Automobile Spending) log(Automobile Purchases)

Treat × Post1 0.035 0.037
(0.416) (0.434)

Treat × Post1 0.325∗∗ 0.305∗∗

× Born in Current City (2.307) (2.122)

Treat × Post2 -0.083 -0.067
(-1.073) (-0.885)

Treat × Post2 0.386∗∗∗ 0.365∗∗∗

× Born in Current City (2.819) (2.624)

Observations 32220 32220
R2 0.472 0.447
Controls YES YES
City FE YES YES
Time FE YES YES
Migrants FE YES YES

t statistics in parentheses
∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Notes: This table reports the heterogeneity results comparing individuals born locally and migrants in the difference-
in-differences regressions of consumer automobile spending with respect to shocks from the imposition of investment
home purchase restrictions in nearby regulated cities. The sample consists of all non-regulated cities, and the data
span from 2012m1 to 2017m6. Regressions are at the city, birthplace group, and month level. The dependent variables
are log consumer spending on automobiles in column (1) and log number of automobiles purchased by households in
column (2), measured for each city, each birthplace group in each month. Treat is a dummy that takes the value 1 if
the city is closer than 250 km to the nearest cities regulated by house purchase restrictions. Post1 is a dummy that
takes the value 1 if the time is after the first round of the house purchase restriction spillover shock and before the
second round. Post2 is a dummy that takes the value 1 if the time is after the second round of shock. Born in Current
City is a dummy variable that takes the value 1 if the automobile purchase is made by individuals born in the city
they reside in. The control variables are per capita GRP, resident population, square meters of road per capita and
number of public buses per capita. Standard errors are clustered at the city level.
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Table 10: DID Heterogeneity in Spending Responses: Individuals Born Locally Versus Migrants,
Alternative Distance Cutoffs

(1) (2)
log(Automobile Spending) log(Automobile Purchases)

Cutoff Distance=300 km

Treat × Post1 × Born in Current City 0.346∗∗∗ 0.331∗∗

(2.628) (2.464)

Treat × Post2 × Born in Current City 0.401∗∗∗ 0.381∗∗∗

(3.142) (2.945)

Cutoff Distance=200 km

Treat × Post1 × Born in Current City 0.430∗∗ 0.403∗∗

(2.582) (2.363)

Treat × Post2 × Born in Current City 0.506∗∗∗ 0.478∗∗∗

(3.166) (2.941)

Cutoff Distance=150 km

Treat × Post1 × Born in Current City 0.462∗∗ 0.433∗∗

(2.180) (1.985)

Treat × Post2 × Born in Current City 0.527∗∗ 0.500∗∗

(2.577) (2.412)

Controls YES YES
City FE YES YES
Time FE YES YES
Migrants FE YES YES
Treat × Post1 YES YES
Treat × Post2 YES YES

t statistics in parentheses
∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Notes: This table reports the robustness of the difference-in-differences estimates of the heterogeneity in consumer
spending responses between individuals born locally and migrants to using alternative distance cutoffs of 150 km, 200
km and 300 km for assigning the treatment status of cities. The sample consists of all non-regulated cities, and the data
span from 2012m1 to 2017m6. Regressions at at the city, birthplace group, and month level. The dependent variables
are log consumer spending on automobiles in column (1) and log number of automobiles purchased by consumers in
column (2), measured for each city, each birthplace group in each month. Treat is a dummy that takes the value 1 if
the city is within 300 km, 200 km, or 150 km from the nearest cities regulated by house purchase restrictions. Post1 is
a dummy that takes the value 1 if the time is after the first round of the house purchase restriction spillover shock
and before the second round. Post2 is a dummy that takes the value 1 if the time is after the second round of shock.
Born in Current City is a dummy variable that takes the value 1 if the automobile purchase is made by individuals
born in the city they reside in. The control variables are per capita GRP, resident population, square meters of road
per capita and number of public buses per capita. Standard errors are clustered at the city level.
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Table 11: DID Heterogeneity in Spending Responses: Age Groups

(1) (2)
log(Automobile Spending) log(Automobile Purchases)

Treat×Post1 0.027 0.035
(0.931) (1.274)

Treat×Post2 -0.006 0.003
(-0.197) (0.096)

Treat×Post1×Age Group 1 (18-24) 0.406∗∗∗ 0.373∗∗∗

(16.125) (15.102)

Treat×Post1×Age Group 2 (25-29) 0.401∗∗∗ 0.377∗∗∗

(25.571) (23.579)

Treat×Post1×Age Group 3 (30-34) 0.178∗∗∗ 0.158∗∗∗

(17.931) (15.595)

Treat×Post1×Age Group 4 (35-39) 0.000 0.000
(-) (-)

Treat×Post1×Age Group 5 (40-44) -0.062∗∗∗ -0.034∗∗∗

(-5.143) (-2.811)

Treat×Post1×Age Group 6 (45-49) 0.081∗∗∗ 0.115∗∗∗

(6.376) (8.894)

Treat×Post1×Age Group 7 (50-54) 0.149∗∗∗ 0.175∗∗∗

(8.523) (10.053)

Treat×Post1×Age Group 8 (55-64) -0.075∗∗∗ -0.098∗∗∗

(-3.066) (-3.974)

Treat×Post2×Age Group 1 (18-24) 0.160∗∗∗ 0.145∗∗∗

(6.707) (6.097)

Treat×Post2×Age Group 2 (25-29) 0.297∗∗∗ 0.279∗∗∗

(18.840) (17.717)

Treat×Post2×Age Group 3 (30-34) 0.173∗∗∗ 0.153∗∗∗

(16.635) (15.224)

Treat×Post2×Age Group 4 (35-39) 0.000 0.000
(-) (-)

Treat×Post2×Age Group 5 (40-44) -0.137∗∗∗ -0.105∗∗∗

(-10.968) (-8.212)

Treat×Post2×Age Group 6 (45-49) 0.069∗∗∗ 0.107∗∗∗

(5.238) (7.901)

Treat×Post2×Age Group 7 (50-54) 0.166∗∗∗ 0.201∗∗∗

(8.946) (10.623)

Treat×Post2×Age Group 8 (55-64) 0.188∗∗∗ 0.169∗∗∗

(7.702) (6.756)

Observations 133728 133728
R2 0.925 0.930
Controls YES YES
City FE, Time FE, Age Group FE YES YES

t statistics in parentheses
∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Notes: This table reports the heterogeneity results comparing individuals in different age groups in the difference-in-
differences regressions of consumer automobile spending with respect to shocks from the imposition of investment
home purchase restrictions in nearby regulated cities. The sample consists of all non-regulated cities, and the data
span from 2012m1 to 2017m6. Regressions at at the city, age group, and month level. The dependent variables are log
consumer spending on automobiles in column (1) and log number of automobiles purchased by consumers in column
(2), measured for each city, each age group in each month. Treat is a dummy that takes the value 1 if the city is
closer than 250 km to the nearest cities regulated by the House Purchase Restrictions. Post1 is a dummy that takes
the value 1 if the time is after the first round of the house purchase restriction spillover shock and before the second
round. Post2 is a dummy that takes the value 1 if the time is after the second round of shock. Age Group 1 - Age
Group 8 are dummy variables labeling which age group are the automobile buyers in. The control variables are per
capita GRP, resident population, square meters of road per capita and number of public buses per capita. Standard
errors are clustered at the city level. 66



Table 12: First Stage: Projection of Home and Multi-Property Ownership using Survey Data

(1) (2) (3)
Renter Homeowner Multiple

(Non-Owner) Property Owner

Constant 0.202∗∗∗ 0.798∗∗∗ 0.151∗∗∗

(14.961) (59.270) (21.843)

Born in Current City -0.151∗∗∗ 0.151∗∗∗ -0.008
(-8.842) (8.842) (-0.980)

Age Group 1 (18-24) 0.052 -0.052 0.025∗

(1.316) (-1.316) (1.920)

Age Group 2 (25-29) 0.062 -0.062 0.027∗∗

(1.625) (-1.625) (2.394)

Age Group 3 (30-34) 0.027 -0.027 0.011
(1.131) (-1.131) (0.911)

Age Group 4 (35-39) 0.000 0.000 0.000
(.) (.) (.)

Age Group 5 (40-44) -0.020 0.020 0.011
(-1.135) (1.135) (1.084)

Age Group 6 (45-49) -0.037∗∗ 0.037∗∗ 0.017∗

(-2.199) (2.199) (1.684)

Age Group 7 (50-54) -0.061∗∗∗ 0.061∗∗∗ 0.021
(-3.266) (3.266) (1.543)

Age Group 8 (55-64) -0.075∗∗∗ 0.075∗∗∗ 0.019
(-3.712) (3.712) (1.326)

Observations 62554 62554 62554
R2 0.225 0.225 0.169

t statistics in parentheses
∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Notes: The sample consists of individuals surveyed in the 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2015 waves of the Chinese General
Social Survey (CGSS), and the 2010, 2012, 2014, 2016 waves of the China Family Panel Studies (CFPS). Homeowner
is a dummy that takes the value of 1 if the surveyed individual or her immediate co-residing family (parents, spouse,
children) owns at least one home in the current city. Renter and Multiple Property Owner are dummies similarly
defined for the surveyed individual or her immediate co-residing family not owning any home in the current city, and
owning more than one home in the current city, respectively. Born in Current City is a dummy variable that takes the
value 1 for individuals born in the city they currently reside in. Age Group 1 - Age Group 8 are dummy variables
labeling which age group the individual is in. Standard errors are clustered at the year× survey × demographic group
level.
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Table 13: DID Heterogeneity in Spending Response: Survey-Predicted Home and Multi-Property
Ownership

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Log(Automobile Automobile Log(Automobile Automobile

Spending) Spending Spending) Spending
(Y mil.) (Y mil.)

Treat × Post1 × Renter -0.510∗∗∗ 8.938
(-2.618) (0.985)

Treat × Post1 × SingleHome -0.031 -1.703
(-0.070) (-0.126)

Treat × Post1 × MultiOwner 1.833 23.755
(1.307) (0.622)

Treat × Post2 × Renter -1.820∗∗∗ -38.920∗∗∗

(-8.666) (-5.873)

Treat × Post2 × SingleHome -0.292 -10.184
(-0.694) (-0.997)

Treat × Post2 × MultiOwner 4.146∗∗∗ 103.451∗∗∗

(3.169) (3.494)

Treat × Post1 -0.510∗∗∗ 8.938
(-2.618) (0.985)

Treat × Post1 × Owner 0.479 -10.640
(0.992) (-0.532)

Treat × Post1 × MultiOwner 1.864 25.458
(1.016) (0.498)

Treat × Post2 -1.820∗∗∗ -38.920∗∗∗

(-8.666) (-5.873)

Treat × Post2 × Owner 1.528∗∗∗ 28.736∗∗

(3.080) (2.062)

Treat × Post2 × MultiOwner 4.439∗∗ 113.635∗∗∗

(2.580) (2.914)
Observations 243582 243582 243582 243582
R2 0.377 0.472 0.377 0.472
Controls YES YES YES YES
City FE YES YES YES YES
Time FE YES YES YES YES
Ownership FE YES YES YES YES

t statistics in parentheses
∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Notes: This table reports the heterogeneity results with respect to homeownership and multi-property ownership predicted
using birthplace and age information in the difference-in-differences regressions of consumer automobile spending with respect
to shocks from the imposition of investment home purchase restrictions in nearby regulated cities. The sample consists of
all non-regulated cities, and the data span from 2012m1 to 2017m6. Regressions at at the city, birthplace group, age group,
and month level. Renter, Owner, SingleHome and MultiOwnership are the imputed rentership, total ownership, single-home
ownership and multi-property ownership rates for each birth place by age group, predicted using survey data. The dependent
variables are log consumer spending on automobiles in columns (1), (3) and level of consumer spending on automobiles in
column (2), (4), measured for for each city, each birthplace by age group in each month. Treat is a dummy that takes the
value 1 if the city is closer than 250 km to the nearest cities regulated by the House Purchase Restrictions. Post1 is a dummy
that takes the value 1 if the time is after the first round of the house purchase restriction spillover shock and before the second
round. Post2 is a dummy that takes the value 1 if the time is after the second round of shock. The control variables are per
capita GRP, resident population, square meters of road per capita and number of public buses per capita. Standard errors are
clustered at the city level.
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